
Obama Inaugural Speech 
Calls for LGBT Equality
By Steve Charing
LGBT equality reached a new milestone as 
President Barack Obama cited the need 
for gay rights in his inaugural address on 
January 21. For the first time in history, 
a U.S. president included references to 
LGBT equality in the quadrennial speech.

In mentioning Stonewall – the wide-
ly accepted beginning of the gay rights 
movement when in June 1969 bar patrons 
at the Stonewall Inn led an uprising against 
police harassment in New York City – the 
President placed the quest for LGBT equal-
ity in the same vein as women’s rights and 
civil rights for African-Americans. 

“We, the people, declare today that the 
most evident of truths – that all of us are 
created equal – is the star that guides us 

—continued on page 3
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still; just as it guided our forebears through 
Seneca Falls, and Selma, and Stonewall; 
just as it guided all those men and women, 
sung and unsung, who left footprints along 
this great Mall, to hear a preacher say that 
we cannot walk alone; to hear a King pro-
claim that our individual freedom is inextri-
cably bound to the freedom of every soul 
on Earth,” he said.

The president went on to say, “Our 
journey is not complete until our gay broth-
ers and sisters are treated like anyone else 
under the law for if we are truly created 
equal, then surely the love we commit to 
one another must be equal as well.” 

The reaction from LGBT organizations 
has been enthusiastic. “President Barack 
Obama made history today by connecting 

Chase hiller, 
member of JQ 

Baltimore

Obama rallies progressives at the 
start of his second term

By Steve Charing
Over the past few months a 
group called JQ Baltimore has 
made significant progress in 
knocking down some barriers 
that had existed between those 
of the Jewish faith and the LG-
BTQ community. Orthodox Ju-
daism has historically struggled 
with acceptance and inclusion 
of LGBT Jews. But inroads are 
gradually being made, and JQ 
Baltimore, which was founded 
last June, has clearly been a 
factor. 

There is a concern that 
teens acknowledging their sex-
uality or gender identity would 
relinquish their identification 
with Judaism. Neely Snyder, 

34, who has worked with teenagers for 
the past 15 years and currently serves as 
director of teen engagement at the Macks 
Center for Jewish Education, has seen 
many teens abandon their Jewish identi-
ties while struggling with their sexuality. 
She has been involved with JQ Baltimore 
since its inception.

“Most teens feel it’s easier to disen-
gage from Judaism if they feel excluded,” 
Snyder told Baltimore OUTloud. “I’ve seen 
many students, as well as friends, struggle 
with the relationship between their sexual 
identities and their Jewish identities. Be-
tween what I’ve experienced profession-
ally and personally as an ally, I’ve been 
inspired to make change in the local com-
munity.” Snyder is enthusiastic regarding 
how much JQ Baltimore has accomplished 
so quickly and is elated by the support the 

group has received from members of all 
denominations.

JQ Baltimore’s mission statement as 
presented on their Facebook page (Face-
book.com/jqbaltimore) indicates, “Balti-
more will be a welcoming and inclusive 
model Jewish Community for LGBTQ indi-
viduals, families, and allies.” The mission 
consists of three components: Support, 
education, and advocacy. The statement 
concludes, “In accomplishing this mission, 
Baltimore area LGBTQ Jewish individuals 
and their families will have rich and mean-
ingful opportunities to fully participate in 
Jewish living and learning.”

The education part of the mission is 
critical. “JQ Baltimore strives to educate 
Baltimore’s Jewish community and the 
community as a whole about LGBTQ is-

Jewish Group Offers Outreach, Support
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the lives of commit-
ted and loving les-
bian and gay couples 
fighting for marriage 
equality to this na-
tion’s proud tradi-
tion of equal rights 
for all,” said Chad 
Griffin, president of 
the Human Rights 
Campaign in a state-
ment. “Moments after 
swearing to uphold the Constitution for all 
Americans on Bibles owned by Abraham 
Lincoln and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
President Obama declared passionately 
that our national journey towards a more 
perfect union cannot be finished until equal 
protection under the law extends to each 
and every American regardless of who 
they are or whom they love.”

In addition, openly gay poet Richard 
Blanco read a poem that heralds unity and 

equality. He made refer-
ences to inclusiveness 
and oneness, saying at 
one point that Americans 
are “arrayed like rain-
bows.”

Shortly afterwards, 
Rev. Dr. Luis Leon, a 
Washington, D.C., pas-
tor, mentioned gays in 
his benediction or clos-
ing prayer. “With your 
blessing, we will see that 

we are created in your image,” he said, 
referring to God, “whether brown, black 
or white, male or female, first-generation 
immigrant American or daughter of the 
American revolution, gay or straight, rich 
or poor.”

The day was appropriately capped off 
by a stirring performance by members of 
the Lesbian and Gay Band Association, 
clad in sharp lavender and black uniforms, 
during the inaugural parade. t
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Plamondon. She wrote on “The Transgen-
der / Intersex Perspective on Marriage 
Equality.” Donna is a member of Balti-
more’s Transgender Response Team. This 
issue came out before the bill passed here. 
It’s still on sale for a little while so look for a 
vendor near you or contact me to purchase 
a copy. The paper sells for $1 and only 25 

cents goes back for 
production.

We are fairly new. 
WOTS turns a year 
old in March. We are 
excited about the 
possibility of moving 
into our own office in 
the coming months. 

Our submission address is wordonthes-
treet.submit@gmail.com. Please send us 
your unique stories and perspectives on 
homelessness, your artwork, photos, and 
creative writings. Our general meeting 
open to the public is happening on Janu-
ary 30 at 12:30 p.m. at Saint Vincent De 
Paul Church in the undercroft at 120 North 
Front Street.

I currently am a member of the advi-
sory board, editorial board, chair of public 
relations, writer, and vendor. The rewards 
are priceless and the work mostly unpaid. 
The Baltimore indypendent reader (Indy-
reader.org) has welcomed my contribu-
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By BOnnie Lane
Who am I? Do I have a voice? Why am 
I asking for voices? I am Bonnie. I was 
homeless on and off for nine years. My 
college degree in journalism / public 
relations didn’t save me from having 
to sleep on a park bench. Now, I enjoy 
working in my field. I am a journalist, a 
public speaker, an advocate, an activ-
ist, and more. 

Yes, I have a working voice but 
speak for those who can’t or need 
help. I’m here to tell you about four 
projects I work on here in Baltimore 
that need voices, your voices. These 
projects don’t judge and discriminate 
against anyone regardless of race, 
gender, color, creed, sexual orienta-
tion, education, income, or criminal 
background. All people deserve re-
spect and human dignity.

The first is Bmore housing For 
all or BHFA. It is an advocacy group 
for the homeless and their allies/advo-
cates. BHFA not only discusses home-
less issues and problems. It is also 
instrumental in helping to create and 
implement solutions to the numerous 
problems in homeless communities. 
I became involved to help homeless 
people because I know what is to be home-
less. 

A resident council to advocate for the 
needs of all residents of the city shelter 
(Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Housing Re-
source Center) was formed in BHFA. The 
council helped educate people about the 
shelter’s transgender policy. We are pre-
paring to go to 
Annapolis on Feb-
ruary 28th to talk 
with legislators 
about bills affect-
ing homeless and 
low income peo-
ple. Join us! The 
group meets every 
Tuesday, 11:45 a.m., at HealthCare for the 
Homeless at 421 Fallsway.

Word on the Street (WOTS) is Bal-
timore’s newest street paper run by the 
homeless, formerly homeless, and their 
allies/advocates. We strive to have home-
less people working in all aspects of the 
paper and currently do. WOTS has and 
welcomes LGBTQ staff. Our only paid po-
sition is vendors, who are the people sell-
ing the paper. This is one job where if you 
are homeless and don’t have an address, 
you are encouraged to apply.

WOTS recently had an article by a 
transgender friend of mine, Donna Simone 

Confronting Homelessness: Voices Wanted

the author spreads the Word

tions as well.
Word on the Street is proud to 

partner with the Baltimore indypen-
dent reader to offer Grassroots Me-
dia Workshops. These workshops are 
free and open to all who wish to create 
media. They happen most Saturdays 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Baltimore Free 
School, 512-516 West Franklin Street. 
Topics include street photography, re-
search, investigative journalism, and 
journalism ethics.

WOTS partners with several col-
leges who are outstanding support-
ers, including John Hopkins, Loyola, 
Towson, University of Maryland, Mc-
Daniel, and Goucher. We look for-
ward to developing more partnerships 
with schools and organizations. Visit 
Wordonthestreetbaltimore.wordpress.
com/get-involved-with-wots/submit/. 
Don’t forget to like us on Facebook 
and follow us on twitter @WOTSB-
more!

As if I don’t have enough to do 
with BHFA and WOTS, I belong to the 
Faces of homelessness Speaker’s 
Bureau. We strive to dispel the many 
myths and misconceptions about the 
homeless while educating people by 

sharing our stories. Groups including so-
cial justice classes, churches, elementary 
schools, and more request our speakers. 
We then go out and share what it’s really 
like to be homeless. 

It is something to watch a closed mind 
transform and open before you as a re-
sult of something you shared about being 
homeless. The Speaker’s Bureau is al-
ways in need of more speakers. We meet 
every Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the un-
dercroft of Saint Vincent de Paul Church. 
No experience in speaking required, just 
experience in homelessness. Visit us at 
Facesofhomelessnessbmore.blogspot.
com to learn more or request a speaker.

The last and newest group but definite-
ly not the least is housing Our neighbors 
(hOn). “Housing, nutrition, health care, 
education, and a living wage are essential 
human rights. Housing Our Neighbors will 
see an end to homelessness in Baltimore 
City through policies and practices that 
respect everybody’s right to these core 
values.” This is part of our vision. Email 
housingourneighbors@gmail.com for more 
information. @HonForHousing is our Twit-
ter name.

Feel free to contact me directly at 
explosive7300@gmail.com, check out 
Bmoreadvocate Lane on Facebook, or fol-
low me @Bmoreadvocate on Twitter. t

“My college degree in 
journalism / public 

relations didn’t save me 
from having to sleep on 

a park bench” 
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Baltimore will become the central address 
for LGBT Jews in the region and will be the 
most effective advocate for total inclusion 
within the broad Jewish community. I’m de-
lighted to be a partner, member, and sup-
porter of JQ Baltimore.”

Monthly meetings with programs and 
discussions take place at the Rosenbloom 
Owings Mills Jewish Community Center 
and are facilitated by Melissa Berman, the 
JCC’s assistant director of arts and culture. 

“It is because of JQ Baltimore and its 
members that the JCC has been able to 
offer new services to the Jewish LGBTQ 
community and their families,” says Gail 
Zuskin, a vice president of the Owings 
Mills JCC. “Needs and services not cur-
rently offered to the Jewish community 
of Baltimore were identified and the JCC 
is thrilled to be able to fill some major 
gaps.” 

The future of the group looks very 
promising. “JQ Baltimore has made tre-
mendous progress in the past few months 
working to create opportunities for LGBTQ 
outreach and support in Baltimore’s Jew-
ish community,” Chase Hiller states. “I am 
very excited for what lies ahead as we con-
tinue to make positive changes in the com-
munity.” t
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sues, which is extremely important be-
cause there has been a silence around 
these issues for many years,” says Chase 
Hiller, 22, a recent Brandeis University 
graduate and a member of the group.

Hiller sees the significance of this out-
reach effort. “The formation and activities 
of JQ Baltimore are very important to me 
personally, both as a gay person and as 

someone who is culturally Jewish, because 
the aim of the group is to provide program-
ming and resources for LGBTQ people, 
their allies, their friends, and their families 
in Baltimore’s Jewish community.” 

JQ Baltimore recently helped promote 
the screening of the film, mom and dad, i 
Have Something to Tell You at Beth Tfiloh, 
a Modern Orthodox community school and 
synagogue located in Pikesville. The doc-
umentary by Israeli film director Yair Qe-
dar describes the process Israeli parents 
go through when their children come out. 
Approximately 200 attended the screen-
ing.

Prior to the establishment of JQ Bal-
timore, there have been other efforts to 
reach out to LGBT Jews. There are sev-
eral local synagogues with an active 
LGBT membership and inclusive culture. 
One such synagogue is the Bolton Street 
Synagogue, which is located on West Cold 
Spring Lane in Baltimore. According to 
Rabbi John Franken, that synagogue has 
a storied history of welcoming and embrac-
ing interfaith couples, people of color as 
well as LGBT Jews. 

“We celebrate and welcome the ar-
rival of JQ Baltimore to the Jewish LGBT 
scene,” the rabbi says. “I expect that JQ 

JewiSh grOUp OFFerS 
OUtreaCh, SUppOrt

– continued from front page 

On February 18, JQ Baltimore will 
make its official coming out appear-
ance at an event called “Purim Un-

masked.” The 
program will fea-
ture a concert by 
renowned musi-
cian Y-Love, the 
first gay, African-
American, Ortho-

dox, Jewish hip-hop 
artist who is the newly selected 
celebrity spokesperson for Keshet, 
an advocacy group for LGBT Jews. 
It will take place at 7 p.m. at the Beth 
Am Synagogue, 2501 Eutaw Place in 
Baltimore. Tickets are $10 and $5 with 
student ID. 

Purim isa Jewish holiday that 
commemorates the deliverance of the 
Jewish people in the ancient Persian 
Empire from destruction in the wake 
of a plot by Haman, a story recorded 
in the Biblical Book of Esther. t

JQ at ‘Purim 
Unmasked’

Westminster- 

Carroll County

Chapter

Parents, Families, and Friends
of Lesbians and Gays

www.pflagwcc.org
MovinG EquaLity Forward 

Call us at 410-861-0488
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PBS broadcast and the book Half the Sky: 
Turning Oppression into Opportunity for 
Women Worldwide by Nicholas Kristof and 
Sheryl WuDunn. The book and film focus on 
the linkages between sex trafficking, forced 
prostitution and gender-based violence. 

Hannah Brancato and Rebecca Nagle 
of FORCE: Upsetting the Rape Culture, 
about their latest endeavor “Pink loves 
consent,” which brought these Baltimore 
artists/activists national notice. Their 
“Pink loves consent,” campaign parodied 
Victoria Secret’s website and their promo-
tion of rape culture with panties with the 
words “Sure Thing” written on the crotch. 
FORCE introduced, on their imitation Vic-
toria Secret website, a line of consent-
based panties and associated themed 
lingerie. 

This web-based activism went viral. 
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By DeniSe r. DUarte
February 14th calls up images of hearts, 
candy and flowers for Valentine’s Day. 
However, for over 13,000 organizations in 
182 countries, this year it stands for an-
other V-Day that has, since 1998, offered 
organizations globally the opportunity to 
perform Eve Ensler’s play, The Vagina 
monologues, to raise awareness and funds 
to stop violence against women. This year 
is the 15th anniversary of V-Day and it is 
marked by a call to action, One Billion Ris-
ing, a global demand to end the violence 
that one out of three women will suffer in 
their lifetime.

One Billion Rising is an international 
call to action and the website states that 
“One billion women violated is an atroc-
ity. One billion women dancing is a revo-
lution.” The statistic is an alarming fact 
that highlights the casual acceptance of 
cultures that not only tolerate violence 
against women, but reinforce the concept 
that women are not worthy of being treated 
humanely. Organizations committing to 
participate range from MTV to Amnesty In-
ternational. Notable women and men giv-
ing their support include His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama, Charlize Theron, Kate Clinton, 
Anne Hathaway, Lily Tomlin, and Robert 
Redford.

Baltimore NOW and other local orga-
nizations have answered the call to ac-
tion and kicked off Baltimore Rising on 
Wednesday, January 16 at the GLCCB. 
The One Billion Rising’s call to “Strike, 
Dance and Rise” symbolizes the one bil-
lion women globally who suffer from rape 
or other violence. Locally, Baltimoreans 
have a selection of offerings in which to 
participate.

Baltimore Rising opened with local 
poet, Chiquita Younger’s thoughtful and 
tender reading of her poem “Herstory” in-
spired by the film, Half the Sky, a four-hour 

‘One Billion Women Dancing’: V-Day’s One Billion Rising

anne Kotleba emceed the Baltimore rising 
meeting

Now FORCE is planning their own take on 
One Billion Rising with a planned Wash-
ington, D.C. event to present a temporary 
monument by floating inflatable sculptures 
that spell out ”I can’t forget what happened 
but no-one else remembers” on a reflect-
ing pool on the National Mall. 

“The statement, written by a survivor, 
reflects the isolating and traumatic experi-
ence of living with sexual violence.” Bran-
cato expounds, “A history remembered is 
less likely to be repeated. An epidemic rec-
ognized is less likely to continue. We need 
to honor survivors living with the memory 
of sexual violence today, so that this vio-
lence will not be repeated in future genera-
tions. We would like to see our temporary 
gesture honoring survivors become a per-
manent monument, testament and promise 
to future generations, that, as a country, 
we are committed to ending rape.” They 
will unveil their temporary monument at 3 
p.m. on the mall on February 14. FORCE 
is looking for volunteers to help create the 
inflatables and to assist organizing the na-
tional call for the permanent monument. To 
contact FORCE, email upsettingrapecul-
ture@gmail.com. 

Mahnoor Ahmed of Maryland 
Institute College of Arts’s Office of Diver-
sity & Intercultural Development outlined 
their One Billion Rising V-Day 
events in conjunction with their 
annual production of the Va-
gina Monologues on February 
14 to 16 at the BBOX theater in 
MICA’s Gateway Building, 1601 
West Mount Royal Avenue. 
Tickets for the play can be pur-
chased through MICA’s College 
Store, 1200 Mount Royal Ave-
nue and a limited number will be 
available the night of the play. 
Ticket prices are $5 for MICA students, 
faculty, and staff and $10 for the general 
public. Show times are at 8 p.m. for the 
Thursday, February 14, and Friday, Febru-
ary 15, dates, and midnight on Saturday, 
February 16.

There will be an opening reception 

prior to the play, organized in conjunction 
with Baltimore NOW and an art exhibit in 
MICA’s Brown Building. Ahmed stated that 
this is the 4th year that MICA has produced 
the play. The funds raised will benefit the 
Family and Children’s Services of Central 
Maryland. 

Events leading up to V-Day include a 
Writing Workshop sponsored by MICA’s 
Office of Diversity and Intercultural Devel-

opment on Saturday, January 26 from 1-4 
p.m. This workshop will focus on participants 
writing their own monologues with readings 
to occur immediately after the play, The Va-
gina monologues, on February 16. RSVP is 
required by emailing micavday2013@gmail.

com.
The Center for Graceful Living at 

the Amazing Grace Lutheran Church in 
McElderry Park plans to bring aware-
ness of violence against women to East 
Baltimore. Amy Hartman, a social work 
intern from the University of Maryland, 
College Park, states that their creative 

writing class will write regarding vio-
lence against women in January and they 

will conduct a Consent workshop in Febru-
ary. A photography exhibition will open on 
Monday, February 23 at MICA PLACE, 814 
North Collington Avenue. This exhibition will 
showcase photos from an associated after-
school program, The Viewfinders. The youth 
will photograph women from the area hold-

ing signs that spell out 
their feelings regarding 
violence against women. 
The photographs will be 
arranged in the formation 
of a boat to reference the 
Martin Luther King’s quote 
“We may have come in dif-
ferent ships, but we are all 
in the same boat now.” 

The significance of all 
V-Day activities, including 

this year’s One Billion Rising, is the custom-
ization by local organizations to create events 
and performances to fit the needs and issues 
of their community. Baltimore Rising encour-
ages anyone to participate in the planned ac-
tivities or to organize their own event and post 
it at BaltimoreRising.tumbler.com. t

TYRE’S
AUTO

410.252.8001
24/7 Towing 410-583-8888

REPAIR
Quality Workmanship
REPAIR

Voted Baltimore’s Best Auto Repair – City Paper 2000
Next to Timonium Business Park Lightrail Stop

1955 GreeNSPriNG Drive

“FORCE introduced on 
their imitation Victoria 
Secret website a line of 
consent-based panties 
and associated themed 

lingerie.” 
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For the first time, crimes directed against in-
dividuals on the basis of sexual orientation 
are the second most frequent hate crime 
committed after crimes based on race, ac-
cording to the 2011 Hate Crimes statistics 
released last month by the FBI as part of 
the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Pro-

Hate Crimes Based on Sexual Orientation on the Rise
gram. Surpassing crimes committed on the 
basis on religion, the number of reported 
hate crimes committed against gay men 
and lesbians increased from 1,277 in 20ten 
to 1,293 in 2011. 

“The 2011 FBI hate crimes data is a 
sad reminder that even as we make great 
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By niCOLe BettiS
“You’re just too weak for my way of life right 
now.” I can still hear her words like it was 
yesterday. I guess five years of being strong 
for the both of us had finally taken its toll: 
sickness, death, loss – I’d been there to wipe 
every single tear. Now that it 
was my turn to cry I lay alone 
on a tear-stained pillow case, 
thinking… How could she 
just walk away? 

Maybe she was right. 
Maybe at that point I was 
too weak for her lifestyle but 
I remember a time when she 
was too weak for that very 
same life and mine were the 
legs on which she stood. She 
loved me for that, constantly 
reminding me that she’d nev-
er known love like this and 
thanking God for it every day. Truth is, I’d 
never known love to be any different. 

Devotion and support are simply parts of 
love and I was happy to be there for her. It 
wasn’t until I watched her disappear in my 
darkest hour that I realized her love for me 
was conditional; it came with certain provi-
sions. Not at all like true love which, perse-
veres indefinitely. Her commitments just van-
ished when the clouds rolled in – when the 
fair weather was gone.

For months I could feel something com-
ing, something dark and familiar, something 
that I’ve had to survive time and time again. 
I knew what to do. The difference was this 
time I didn’t have the opportunity to do it. 
She needed me. Late nights and early morn-
ings with nothing but work in between. I was 
tired and drained, desperate for a moment to 
recuperate. The months became years and 
the years became life. I was just her back-
bone, bent backwards so far that I was on 
the verge of snapping. 

Love is funny that way. A person gives 
until there’s nothing left but when there’s 
no reciprocity, the well runs dry. And I was 
empty, a hollowed replica of what I used to 
be. The storm was almost here. I ignored the 

signs and continued as if nothing was wrong. 
I just wanted to see her smile (she had been 
through so much). I left my dreams by the 
wayside with silent promises to return to them 
one day, when she was alright. I never imag-
ined that when that day came, I wouldn’t be.

They say when it rains, 
it pours but I was standing 
in a hurricane. I couldn’t eat, 
I couldn’t sleep, I couldn’t 
move…for days at time. My 
world became a dark, bit-
ter, lonely place and I was 
scared. I cried endlessly. The 
mirror had become my worst 
enemy and silence one of my 
dearest friends. For the first 
time, in a long time I couldn’t 
be there for anybody, not 
even myself. On days that it 
was too much to bear I’d ask 

for her support and her answers were always 
the same: “I have a life and I can’t just lay 
here and let it pass me by like you” or “I just 
can’t right now.” My personal favorite was 
“You don’t need me; you’re strong enough to 
deal with it.” 

All of her words were cold and distant. 
They seemed to crash into me. On one level 
I understood her and on another it broke my 
heart. I just wanted her to show me an ounce 
of the compassion I’d shown her over the 
years. I needed it. 

As time went on I sank deeper and deep-
er into the same pit I help her climb out of 
so many years before. I loved her and that 
made my happy to see her climb. The hard 
part was grasping that I was just another 
rung. 

Even if she didn’t know it then, she told 
me the truth, I didn’t need her. I did it on my 
own. I know now that true love takes incred-
ible strength and I wasn’t too weak for her life 
circumstances; she was too weak for mine.

Anyone will take a ride with you on a sun-
ny day, what you need is the person who will 
walk with you in the rain.

This is dedicated to anyone who has had 
to become their own umbrella. t

JOURNEYS: Fair Weather Love

strides toward equality under the law, LGBT 
people in face dangers in America,” said 
HRC president Chad Griffin. “We must rid 
our country of the violence that has devas-
tated our community for far too long.”

Hate crimes statistics are submitted to 
the FBI by 
law-enforce-
ment agen-
cies across 
the country 
on a voluntary basis – there is no require-
ment under the law for agencies to submit 
the data. In 2011, the number of agencies 
reporting this data dropped to 14,575, a de-
crease from 14,977 the previous year. Of 
these data-submitting agencies, only 1,944 
reported even a single hate crime to the 
FBI, the lowest number of agencies report-
ing one or more hate crimes since 2002. 

Reporting hate crimes to the FBI is a 
criterion in HRC’s new Municipal Equality 
Index (MEI), the first ever rating system 
of LGBT inclusion in municipal law, which 
was released in November. Such reporting 
demonstrates law enforcement’s attention 
to such crimes and ensures that the larger 
law enforcement community is able to ac-

curately gauge the scope of and responses 
to hate crimes. 

Crimes reported to the FBI involve those 
motivated by biases based on race, religion, 
sexual orientation, ethnicity/national origin, 
and disability. Currently, the FBI does not 
collect data on hate crimes committed on 
the basis of gender identity. Under the Mat-
thew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate 

Crimes Pre-
vention Act, the 
FBI will begin 
collecting this 
data in 2013 

and will report these statistics beginning in 
2014. HRC and partner organizations have 
worked with the FBI to implement changes 
to hate crimes data collection since the pas-
sage of the Act in 2009, assisting in updat-
ing the agency’s crime reporting form and 
training materials to include gender identity. 

“We commend the FBI for recognizing 
the needs of transgender Americans, who 
face violence at alarming and dispropor-
tionate rates,” added Griffin. Hate crime 
data will help law enforcement agencies 
better understand how to serve and protect 
the LGBT community.”

FBI Hate Crimes Statistics can be 
viewed at: Fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/hate-
crime/2011. t

nicole Bettis
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Gay opposition to 
Hagel for Secretary 
of Defense fades
washington, D.C. – With President 
Barack Obama’s nomination of former Re-
publican Senator Chuck Hagel to head the 
Pentagon, the powerful Israel lobby, led by 
the American Israel Public Affairs Commit-
tee (AIPAC), faces a major dilemma. If it 
mounts a vigorous campaign to fight Ha-
gel’s confirmation by the senate, it could 
put at serious risk its relations with the 
president, who is about to be inaugurated 
for another four-year term. Worse, if it 
loses such a campaign, the aura of near-
invincibility that it has assiduously cultivat-
ed over the past 30. Yet, if it acquiesces 
in Hagel’s confirmation, it will result in the 
placement in a critical foreign policy post 
of a man who prides himself on his inde-
pendence. 

Hagel has expressed strong skepticism 
about – if not opposition to – war with Iran, 
and, despite a record of strong support 
for Israel’s defense needs, has not hesi-
tated to publicly criticize both the Israeli 
government and its supporters in the US 
for pursuing actions that have, in his view, 
harmed Washington’s strategic interests in 
the Middle East. “Hagel’s nomination pres-
ents AIPAC and other like-minded groups 
with a tough choice,” said Stephen Walt, 
a Harvard professor and co-author of the 
2007 The Israel Lobby and US Foreign 
Policy. “They may not like his reasonable 
approach toward Iran and his willingness 
to speak the truth about certain Israeli poli-
cies, but he’s a decorated war hero who is 
hardly hostile to Israel.”

Neo-conservatives, such as Weekly 
Standard editor William Kristol, Washing-
ton Post blogger Jennifer Rubin, the Wall 
Street Journal’s editorial page, and the 
Republican Jewish Coalition (RJC), [failed 
in their furious campaign to derail the 
nomination]. . . . They have also tried to 
enlist – with some initial success that has 
subsequently dissipated – the gay com-

compiled by Jim Becker

Congress now has 
seven openly gay, 
lesbian, bi members
washington, D.C. – January 3 marked 
another milestone in American history, as 
seven LGBT people were sworn in for the 
new congressional session. Among them 
are the first out bisexual in Congress, Rep. 
Kyrsten Sinema of Arizona, and Tammy 
Baldwin, who is now the first out senator in 
the nation’s history. 

The election of Rep. Mark Pocan of 
Wisonsin made his district the first in the 
country to elect two LGBT people to Con-
gress in a row; he succeeded Tammy Bald-
win in her former House seat. Rep. Mark 
Takano becomes the first LGBT person of 
color to serve in Congress. A Harvard-edu-
cated former schoolteacher, he represents 
California. New York sent its first out gay 
man to the Capitol in the person of Rep. 
Sean Patrick Maloney, a former Clinton ad-
visor. While his opponent in the election, 
Republican Nan Hayworth, has a gay son 
and was a strong supporter of LGBT rights, 
she was also supported by the Tea Party 
and wanted to reduce Medicare. In addi-
tion, two other gay male representatives 
returned to take their oaths for a second 
time: Jared Polis of Colorado and David 
Cicilline of Rhode Island.

The biggest news, however, might be 
the first out senator, Tammy Baldwin. She 
defeated former Wisconsin Gov. Tommy 
Thompson in November, in a race that 
days before the election looked like it 
would go to her opponent. “At every glass 
ceiling I’ve broken, I’ve hoped that that’s 
the message that goes out so loudly and 
clearly,” she said in the interview, “that we 
don’t have to limit our aspirations in this 
society anymore.” (Gay People’s chronicle 
– anthony Glassman at gaypeopleschron-
icle.com)

munity in their campaign by citing, among 
other things, his skepticism over easing the 
prohibition of gay enlistment in the military 
and his opposition to the nomination of 
an openly gay ambassador in the 1990s. 
Hagel subsequently apologized, and both 
the ambassador and most gay-supportive 
organizations have accepted his apol-
ogy. (inter Press Service – Jim lobe at 
http://at imes.com/atimes/middle_east/
Oa08ak01.html)

Taco Bell says yes 
to teen’s request for 
designer Speedos
Chicago, illinois – It sounds like a setup 
for a joke: Hey, did you hear the one about 
the high school swim champ who got Taco 
Bell to make him a customized Speedo? 
It’s not a hoax, though – more of a lesson 
in the power of social media marketing and 
teenage chutzpah. 

The week before Christmas, 15-year-
old Ryan Klarner posted on Taco Bell’s 
Facebook page, introducing himself with 
a rundown of his swimming and diving 

ach i evemen ts 
before mak-
ing an offbeat 
request. “[I]s 
there any way 
you guys could 
make me a cus-
tomized Speedo 
that says think 
outside the buns 
on the back of 

it? If you did, that would mean the world to 
me,” the Illinois teen asked.

Taco Bell, a division of Yum! Brands, 
Inc., is quick to respond to gripes as well 
as kudos on its Facebook page. It also 
isn’t afraid to dive into the silly or the weird 
in the running conversation it has with its 
9.5 million fans, but a request for a cus-
tomized swimsuit was a new one, said 
Tressie Lieberman, director of digital and 
social engagement. But the social media 
team at Taco Bell wrote back. “What size 
do you wear? And what’s your address?” 
“He really wanted something and he went 
after it,” Lieberman said. When we think 
people are really extraordinary... then we 
want to reward them.” Klarner is actually 
getting two Speedos – since his request 
incorporated Taco Bell’s old tagline, “Think 
Outside the Bun,” Lieberman’s team also 
decided to give Klarner a second swimsuit 
with “Live Mas,” the slogan it adopted last 
year, printed on it. From a marketing per-

BeyOnD the BeLtway

These news notes have been compiled, 
with permission, from the online version 
of various newspapers and other web 
sites. We thank these publications for 
allowing us to bring you their news sto-
ries. Usually the reports have been sig-
nificantly edited and you can read the 
full story by going to the web site men-
tioned following the item. comments 
are strictly the opinions of Jim Becker 
and not of Baltimore oUtloUd or Pride 
media.

spective, that scores a perfect 10. (life.
inc.com – martha c. White at http://lifeinc.
today.com/_news/2013/01/07/16395229- 
taco-bell-responds-to-teens-request-for-a-
custom-speedo?lite)

LGBT youth leaving 
foster care at 
greater risk
Charlotte, north Carolina – A new nation-
al study funded by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services reveals strik-
ing discrepancies between the experiences 
of lesbian, gay and bisexual (LGB) youth ag-
ing out of foster care when compared to their 
heterosexual peers. Transitioning out of foster 
care can be difficult for any young person, 
but the study, conducted by the Mathematica 
Policy Research and Chapin Hall Center for 
Children, shows LGB youth face greater chal-
lenges. Sexual minority youth are more likely 
to earn a lower hourly wage, more likely to re-
ceive disability Supplemental Security Income 
and food stamps and had more difficulty pay-
ing the rent. The study also found that LGB 
youth were less likely to be “food secure,” 
which the report describes as an inability to 
buy enough food, frequently skip meals or rely 
on hand outs to receive adequate nutrition. 

Youth advocates in Charlotte took notice 
of the study this week. They say the national 
trends are familiar to them. Laurie Pitts, di-
rector of programs and services at Time Out 
Youth, says her organization, which provides 
social and support services to lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and transgender (LGBT) young people 
ages 13-23, has in the past assisted young 
people aging out of the foster care system. 
The difficulties described in the report are re-
flected among the experiences of the young 
people she has served. “They’re having trou-
ble finding work and they never learned real 
life skills,” Pitts said. “They’re really starting 
out at ground zero. We have had a couple of 
youth who are in foster care and are strug-
gling hard, to learn how to take care of your-
self when no one is taking care of you for any 
length of time.”

The difficulties experienced by LGB 
young people in the foster care system are 
caused by complex factors, Pitts said. Part 
of the problem is education for profession-
als, though local agencies and social work-
ers she’s known have taken their own steps 
to learn more about issues faced by LGBT 
young people. “Certainly there are lots of fos-
ter care workers and parents who are knowl-
edgeable about the needs of LGBT youth,” 
Pitts said. t (Q-Notes Online – matt comer 
at Q-notes.com)

Sen. Chuck hagel
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P r e s i d e n t 
Obama has 
been a con-
sistent ally for 
LGBT rights 
and a source 
of pride.  From 
the passage 
of the Mat-
thew Shepard 
and James 
Byrd, Jr., Hate 
Crimes Pre-
vention Act 
to the repeal 
of ‘Don’t Ask, 
Don’t Tell,’ to 
his endorse-
ment of mar-
riage equality 
to appointing 
more openly LGBT officials than any other 
president, Mr. Obama has given our move-
ment a dynamic push, while our country is 
coming along faster than anyone expected.

These were incredible events that have 
galvanized our community and allies.  Sure, 
football is just a game played by rich men for 
even richer owners.  So what?  Civic pride 
is an effective and welcome antidote to the 
day-to-day problems that beset us.  It is also 
inspiring.  The Ravens are underdogs who 

No, it’s not yet June with its clammy hot 
weather and the Pride parade and festival 
just around the corner.  Instead, it’s January, 
in the dead of winter, but it feels like Pride has 
arrived already.

As the clock ticked past midnight on New 
Year’s Eve into 2013, we celebrated scores 
of gay and lesbian weddings that were made 
legal by Maryland’s voters selecting love over 
bigotry.  There was a sweeping amount of 
pride by those in the LGBT community who 
although they may not 
have yet participated 
in this momentous life-
changing development, 
saw it as a victory for 
Maryland’s gay and les-
bian families after years 
of hard work and near-
misses.

While these nup-
tials and engagements 
were taking place dur-
ing and after January 1, 
our community became 
ecstatic over the playoff 
run by our hometown darlings of the gridiron, 
the Baltimore Ravens.  First, the methodical 
dispatching of the Indianapolis Colts 24-9 at 
M&T Bank Stadium sent the Ravens to the 
next round.  They were inspired by the an-
nounced retirement of Ray Lewis.

A week later, following a stunning over-
time thriller over the much-favored Denver 
Broncos on the frigid turf of Sports Authority 
Field at Mile High, Baltimore began getting its 
purple on in earnest.  Enthusiasm that had 
been dormant earlier in the season, sprung 
loose as soon as mighty Joe Flacco’s miracle 
pass to Jacoby Jones in the game’s last 30 
seconds tied the score that was eventually 
won by a Justin Tucker field goal moments 
into the second overtime period.

Next on tap was a rematch with the 
dreaded New England Patriots and Tom 
Brady on January 20.  As Ravens fans well 
remember, a year ago at Gillette Stadium in 
Foxboro, the Ravens were a TD catch in the 
final seconds from winning the AFC Confer-
ence championship, but the ball was stripped 
away from then Ravens receiver Lee Evans.  

Seconds later a botched field goal try by Billy 
Cundiff sealed the fate as Baltimore, who out-
played the Pats, left in defeat.  It was a bitter 
setback.

But this year, Purple Pride showed up in 
January and as a result of the Broncos upset, 
the underdog Ravens had their chance at re-
demption at Foxboro.  The same battle for the 
title and a trip to the Super Bowl awaited a 
more confident Ravens squad, and it showed.

They were on a mission, and after a rath-
er sleepy first half trailing 13-7, the purple gi-
ant awoke.  Reeling off 21 unanswered points 
led by a stingy defense and another sterling 
performance by Flacco and his offense, the 
Ravens prevailed 28-13, and off to the Super 
Bowl we go!

With just a night’s sleep to savor this un-
likely season and a momentous January so 
far, we saw history made at the second inau-
guration of President Barack Obama merely 
15 hours later.  There was an abundance of 
pride as the first African-American president 
who proved it was no fluke with his reelection, 
took the oath of office for his second term on 
Martin Luther King Day no less.  

Then his in-
augural address 
brought more 
pride in Janu-
ary.  For the first 
time in history, a 
U.S. president in-
cluded references 
to LGBT equal-
ity and gay rights 
in an inaugural 
speech.  He men-
tioned Stonewall, 
Seneca Falls, and 
Selma in the same 

sentence, equating gay rights with women’s 
rights and civil rights for African-Americans.  
That is a huge step forward and a source of 
deep pride in reflecting upon the decades of 
struggles that led to this point.

“We, the people, declare today that the 
most evident of truths – that all of us are cre-
ated equal – is the star that guides us still; 
just as it guided our forebears through Sen-
eca Falls, and Selma, and Stonewall; just as 
it guided all those men and women, sung and 
unsung, who left footprints along this great 
Mall, to hear a preacher say that we cannot 
walk alone; to hear a King proclaim that our 
individual freedom is inextricably bound to the 
freedom of every soul on Earth,” he said.

The president added, “Our journey is not 
complete until our gay brothers and sisters 
are treated like anyone else under the law for 
if we are truly created equal, then surely the 
love we commit to one another must be equal 
as well.”  

These words were beautiful to listen to 
and a validation of our cause.  As he had dem-
onstrated time and time again in his first term, 

Pride Arrives 
in January

Steve Charing

OUT
Spoken

show us that with hard work anyone could 
overcome adversity and succeed.  

Barack Obama was also an underdog 
with an unconventional family and child-
hood.  Look what he had to overcome.  And 
look what he is accomplishing for “our gay 
brothers and sisters.”  

Equality pride, purple pride and presi-
dential pride.  They’re not related but con-
nected nonetheless.  A prideful January to 
be sure. t

 “President Obama 
mentioned Stonewall, 

Seneca Falls, and Selma 
in the same sentence, 
equating gay rights 
with women’s rights 
and civil rights for 

African-Americans.”

Overcoming 
adversity... like the 
ravens
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I volunteer with a number of organizations 
that interact with youth, mostly high-school 
age. I did this before transition and contin-
ued to do so during and after. One of these 
groups is focused on science, technology, 
and math. I’ve been an adult mentor with 
my son’s robotics team for five years. I 
love and enjoy helping develop young 
minds to solve problems. I’m happy to re-
port that despite what the media might tell 
you the future is in great hands and these 
brilliant kids will solve many problems that 
vex us presently.

When I transitioned I had concerns that 
this group might not embrace the change. 
I didn’t know what to expect from a pro-
gram of about 40 kids and their parents. 
It could have been a 
big deal. It turns out it 
wasn’t. Among all of 
the people and groups 
in my life, this robotics 
club turned out to be the 
one that seemed to care 
the least about me be-
coming “me.”

My “rollout” was 
done via a parent- and 
then student meeting, 
and then, of course, my 
debut. Shortly after the 
first meeting I received 
an email from a con-
cerned parent. It went 
more or less like this: 
“When I heard that our 
meeting was concerning 
you I was worried that 
you might be leaving 
our program. Thank goodness you are only 
changing your gender!” I was astonished 
to say the least.

Not a single kid left the program nor a 
parent with a concern or issue. I had con-
sidered that there might be a few, but they 
were never made apparent to me. Nearly 
a year later that parent that had written 
me was in the Howard County Council 
chamber with her daughter and her boy-
friend (both were my robotics students) as 
a demonstration of support as the How-
ard County anti-discrimination bill passed. 
This demonstrated something more than 
acceptance or tolerance – real solidarity. 

With our day-long weekend robotics 

work sessions we have a crew of moms 
who are dedicated to bringing in lunch for 
all of the students and mentors so we can 
keep working without a break in the day. 
Often the meal is pizza or subs. But to 
my surprise they recently brought in food 
from a certain chicken sandwich chain. I 
can see why. They loan you a big insulated 
tote for the sandwiches, there’s lemonade 
and iced tea by the gallon, and for any set 
of busy moms that would be an easy solu-
tion to feed 50. 

When I looked at the setup I told them 
I could not eat what they had brought in. 
They looked at me crestfallen and puzzled. 
They knew I was not a vegetarian. They 
were confused. I told them that this compa-
ny worked actively against my community. 
They still looked puzzled. And then one of 
them nodded and said something like, “Oh, 
right, I forgot about that.”

They scrambled about worried that I 
did not have something to eat as a result. 
The food we had for our vegetarian stu-
dents sufficed. I think they were surprised 
by my action. And mind you I did not lec-
ture, merely inform. I explained that this 
company did more than just have internal 
policies unfriendly to my community but 

that they were spending 
money (some garnered 
from the very chicken in 
the room) outside their 
company to create a 
hateful environment for 
people like me. I ate my 
hummus and carrots 
while watching the rest 
of the team consume 
the sandwiches. 

The next day we 
had another lunch of-
fering. And one of the 
other parents, also a 
mentor, talked to me 
about what had hap-
pened the day before. 
She was apologetic 
and offered to make 
an in-kind donation to 
any org I thought would 

benefit forwarding my causes. I explained 
to her and another mom present that I was 
working right now, with many others, to se-
cure our statewide rights by trying again to 
pass a bill in Annapolis. 

I explained that persons like me can be 
fired from their job, or denied housing, or 
service in a restaurant, or a ride on a bus, 
or treatment in a hospital. They looked at 
me in horrified disbelief. You see like most 
of the public they had “no idea.” They think 
these rights were secured long ago in the 
midst of obtaining rights for gay and lesbian 
folks or persons of color. They had no idea. 
Of course, they do now. I suspect I won’t see 
those sandwiches the rest of the season. t

I Had No Idea

Rational
T-hought

Sharon Brackett

 “When I 
transitioned I had 

concerns that 
my son’s robotics 

group might 
not embrace the 
change. I didn’t 
know what to 
expect from a 

program of about 
40 kids and their 

parents’”

By vann MiChaeL
“Transmen got it easier than transwomen.” 
The unspoken sentiment suggests his ex-
perience is of lesser value because he is 
able to enjoy male privilege. For a black 
man of trans experience, male privilege is 
a mixed bag. Blending well does not equal 
easy. This is where the real transition be-
gins.

In the African American community, 
access to proverbial “good education” is 
the key to escaping the ills of poverty. Ini-
tially, boys and girls are encouraged to 
go to school and learn that golden rule. 
Somehow, in the midst of socializing, the 
two groups head down different paths. Girl 
children are continuously encouraged to 
“keep your head in those books,” make her 
own way to become totally self-reliant. She 
is rigidly groomed and made aware of one 
of the many expectations of black women: 
to take care of everyone. Male children 
are guided on a different path. Education 
is important, however he is encouraged to 
explore the world freely while being coded 
how to relate to women objectively, and fo-
cus external self value. She must make her 
way and he must save the day, and these 
cultural specifics make cause for African-
American men of trans experience to some-
times struggle deeply with transitioning.

Fitting into the mold set for African-
American men may be difficult for some 
transgender men of color. It is necessary for 
him to study the context in which he has his-
torically been portrayed and used in North 
America. It is through history that he is able 
to gain insight upon current conditions, and 
how he can navigate his new world. 

One particular aspect of his history to 
be examined is the stud complex. Used 
as a means to breed, and experiencing 
the breaking apart his family has a direct 
impact on how he is raised, treated, and 
viewed today. This behavior pattern can be 
observed in current conditions in the African-
American community, evidenced by high in-
carceration rates, the broken family unit, and 
the production of multiple children. All to-
gether, that’s the stud complex. When seen 
parenting children he hears, “It’s so good to 
see a black man fathering his child.” He is 
now a member of the group who is viewed 
as absentee parents. The backside of the 
matter is when a transgender man enters a 
relationship with someone who has children. 
He must be ready to confront preconceived 
notions, expectations, and defenses con-
cerning black fatherhood. For some men the 
challenge then arises, what can I do to make 
a difference in my community, safely, around 
this issue? He is continuously forced to deal 

with unwarranted martyrdom, when taking 
care of one’s children should be a norm.

As a non-cisgender male entering into 
this subculture there may be a pressure to 
view women as objects, which may cause 
distress for some transitioning men. So-
cialized as female, even sometimes falling 
prey to criminal sexual acts which feed off 
of the stud complex, the transitioning man 
must be assured of who he is and not fall 
into the cliché “This is what men do,” and 
remain true to oneself. Not participating in 
these activities may cause his maleness to 
be challenged, bringing him anxiety about 
being his authentic self in this subculture. 
Some transgender men identify as a gay or 
as a queer male which further compounds 
and challenges what it means to “Be a 
man.” The African-American community still 
struggles with men loving men as well as 
those whose orientation is very fluid. If the 
transitioning male as experienced violation, 
he must also find a safe space to express 
and heal which again, proves challenging 
when rape and molestation acknowledge-
ment is not handled therapeutically within 
this community, and oftentimes is used as 
the blaming antecedent causing “deviant 
behavior” such as being gay or transgen-
der. There is minimal community for these 
individuals which complicates the transition 
process, making cause for marked increase 
of depression and suicide attempts.

Historically, men of color have been 
used for entertainment purposes. His tal-
ents have been viewed as a saving grace 
for his family, a comfortability buffer for 
those outside of his community, and as 
an exploitative tool inside and outside of 
community. Black men accomplishments 
outside of the entertainment arena have 
not been highlighted with the same en-
thusiasm, thus lending to the transitional 
male possibly encountering an unfamil-
iar resistance in the corporate world. For 
example, when presenting as an African-
American female, their voice was heard 
due to workplace sensitivity around inclu-
sion of women and minority women, now 
presenting as black, straight, male gives 
rise to a different energy in the room. If 
the transitioning male of color is gay or 
queer, the politics become different, per-
haps less or more unnerving because of 
how the participants view this group. The 
non-cisgender man of color will hear com-
ments like, “You speak so well,” which 
denotes lower expectations. Sometimes 
this acceptance will allow access to a dif-
ferent world, hence he feels “accepted,” 
yet there is the matter of turning in the 
access key at the end of the day, returning 
to his community only to be unaccepted 
because he is “acting white.” 

The undercurrent of being a black man 
by way of the transitory process is not easy 
yet profound! t

Real Trans Talk: 
THE UNDERCURRENT
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By aarOn Swartz
Until recently, men having sex with men 
was disapproved of in American culture. 
Actually, “disapproved of” isn’t really the 
right word – it was immoral, illegal, dis-
gusting. People who did it lived in secrecy, 
under the constant threat of blackmail for 
their actions.

In the tumult of the 1960s, various out-
groups – blacks, Chicanos, Native Ameri-
cans – begun organizing themselves and 
demanding to be respected and given their 

due. And men-who-had-sex-with-men de-
cided that they were an out-group – they 
were gay – and they deserved rights too.

In doing so, they transformed an ac-
tion (having relationships with someone of 
the same gender) into an identity (“being 
gay”). 

And, using the normal human mecha-
nisms for distinguishing between people in 
your club and those not in it, they closed 
ranks. Gay men didn’t have sex with wom-
en. Those who did weren’t gay, they were 
“bi” (which became a whole new identity 
in itself) – or probably just lying to them-
selves. And straight men had to be on con-
stant guard against being attracted to oth-
er men – if they were, it meant that deep 
down, they were actually gay.

This new gay identity was projected 
back through history – famous histori-
cal figures were “outed” as gay, because 
they’d once taken lovers of their own gen-
der. They truly were gay underneath, it was 
said – it was just a homophobic society 

that forced them to appear to like the op-
posite sex.

Along with the identity went an at-
tempt at justification. Being gay wasn’t “a 
choice,” they argued – it was innate. Some 
people were just born gay and others 
weren’t. To a culture that tried to “correct” 
gay people into being straight, they insist-
ed that correction was impossible – they 
just weren’t wired this way. (They even 
provided a ridiculous genetic explanation 
for how a species with a small percentage 

gay people might evolve.)
This might have been a good thing to 

say – maybe even necessary in such a ho-
mophobic culture – but in the end it has 
to be seen as simply wrong. Having sex 
with other people of your gender isn’t an 
identity, it’s an act. And, like sex in general 
among consenting adults, people should 
be able to do it if they want to. Having sex 
with someone shouldn’t require an iden-
tity crisis. (Nobody sees having-sex-with-
white-people as part of their identity, even 
if that’s primarily who they’re attracted to.)

People shouldn’t be forced to catego-
rize themselves as “gay,” “straight,” or 
“bi.” People are just people. Maybe you’re 
mostly attracted to men. 

Maybe you’re mostly attracted to wom-
en. Maybe you’re attracted to everyone. 
These are historical claims – not future 
predictions. If we truly want to expand 
the scope of human freedom, we should 
encourage people to date who they want; 
not just provide more categorical boxes for 
them to slot themselves into. 

A man who has mostly dated men 
should be just as welcome to date women 
as a woman who’s mostly dated men.

So that’s why I’m not gay. I hook up 
with people. I enjoy it. Sometimes they’re 
men, sometimes they’re women. I don’t 
see why it needs to be any more compli-
cated than that. t

By MarK SegaL
LGBT leaders do not want your parents?
For most of you, the reactions you got 
when you came out to your parents and 
the statements they subsequently made 
would – if made public – most likely rule 
them out as contenders for the role of U.S. 
Secretary of Defense, according to some 
of our wise LGBT leaders.

President Obama’s nominee for Sec-
retary of Defense is former Nebraska 
Senator Chuck Hagel. Some LGBT lead-
ers have opposed Hagel since way back 
in 1998, when President Bill Clinton nomi-
nated gay-rights activist James Hormel to 
be ambassador to Luxembourg, and Hagel 
called Hormel “openly, aggressively gay.” 
The idea of his comment was clear: that 
we Americans should not be represented 
by a gay person abroad. His voting record 
on LGBT-rights legislation was no better.

Let’s examine those first two para-
graphs together now and think how your 
parents first reacted when you came out, 
then how they are reacting towards you 
now. The chances are with them getting 
to see how LGBT people actually are, they 
have changed their views quite dramati-
cally.

While I don’t know Hagel or his person-
al views, I know he has apologized for that 
1998 remark. For me that is not enough, 
and I’ll explain from experience what would 
be.

If we as a community refused to work 
with people who only shared our views of 
equality in the past, then we’d never pass 
any legislation. The point is to win over al-
lies. So what someone said in the past is 
the past – but only if they have progressed 
in some capacity on the issue.

Philadelphia’s domestic-partners bill 

became law after we won over a coun-
cilman who publicly called LGBT people 
queers and fairies. He became the swing 
vote. His comments were worse then Ha-
gel’s, and we won him over to full equality. 
If we would have counted him out, we’d not 
have passed domestic-partner legislation. 
At one point, the number-one homophobe 
in this city was a man who became mayor. 
John Street, after intense conversations, 
soon learned about and came to appreci-
ate the LGBT community. Before his term 
was out he presided at the wedding of one 
of his staffers and his partner in City Hall. 
Street’s gradual acceptance opened the 
floodgates for funding for gay organiza-
tions and for support for LGBT legislation. 
It’s in our best interest to work to make 
people change, rather then automatically 
counting them out.

So, I’m not ready to count Hagel as 
an enemy, but I’m open to him proving to 
our community that he’s our friend and will 
fight for our inclusion and equality. That 
will come during the Senate confirma-

tion hearings. 
When asked his 
views, we’ll dis-
cover if he’s still 
stuck in 1998 
or if like many, 
including some 
of your parents, 
he’s advanced.

If you’re 
basing your op-
position on his 
statements from 

1998, give us, your parents and our presi-
dent a break and assess his ability based 
on his current positions. None of which 
any of you know as of yet, unless you have 
ESP. t

mark Segal is the publisher of Phila-
delphia Gay News. He can be reached at 
mark@epgn.com.

Mark My 
Words

thinKing OUtLOUD

Check Out the New On Line Advertising 

Call Us at 410-802-1310 to Find Out More!

Why I am 
Not Gay

aaron Swartz, internet freedom activist 
facing decades in federal prison for free-
speech hacking at Mit, committed suicide 
in early January. he published this essay 
on his blog in 2009. 

 “People shouldn’t be 
forced to categorize 
themselves as ‘gay,’ 

‘straight,’ or ‘bi.’ People 
are just people. Maybe 

you’re mostly attracted 
to men. Maybe you’re 

mostly attracted to 
women. Maybe you’re 
attracted to everyone. 

These are historical 
claims – not future 

predictions.”
Sen. Chuck hagel
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Faith

PASSINGS

Paul W. Ramey died December 29, 2012, 
at Gilcrest Hospice after a long battle with 
cancer, a challenge he met with supreme 
grace and courage, always thinking of oth-
ers first. He will be remembered for his 
warm heart, his creativity, his positive at-
titude, and his generosity of spirit. 

He was a longtime resident of Balti-
more and Frankfurt, Ger-
many.   

Born on May 1, 1957, 
and raised in Woodstock, 
Virginia, he graduated from 
VMI in ’79, earning a bach-
elor of science with distinc-
tion in civil engineering. He 
matriculated from Wood-
stock, Virginia, on a Rorer 
A. James 1882 scholar-
ship; and was in the U.S. 
Army Reserve from 1979-
82 in the Transportation 
Corps as a first lieutenant.

Mr. Ramey , a project 

PAUL W. RAMEY 
May 1, 1957 – DeCeMBer 29, 2012

manager at the US Army Corps of Engi-
neers, worked as a military master planner 
for the Baltimore District and Europe District 
of USACE. Mr. Ramey is survived by his 
longtime partner, Dietmar Staab of Frank-
furt, Germany, and sister Roberta, niece 
Nancy and great niece Erika of Woodstock, 
Virginia, as well as many close friends. Mr. 
Ramey was also a founding board member 
of AIDS Action Baltimore and a board mem-
ber for five years thereafter. "Paul was a 

wonderful person, lov-
ing, sweet, steady and 
sincere," said Lynda 
Dee, also an AIDS Ac-
tion founder.

Mr. Ramey's re-
mains has been in-
terred in the Staab 
family plot in Germa-
ny. A celebration of 
Paul's life was held 
at the visitor center at 
Cylburn Arboritum on 
Saturday January 12, 
2013. t

– Peggy Parbaugh

By paStOr Larry L. BrUMFieLD
The attack on Mr. Kenni Shaw was a shot 
heard ’round the world. Sadly, this incident is 
just the tip of the proverbial iceberg. It is an in-
dication of a more serious disease in the core 
of our collective character. Black antipathy 
toward “gay” people is featured in the work 
of the most popular black hip hop performers. 
But talking is one thing, violence another. And 
more people are finding it harder to ignore the 
anti-gay violence that plagues the black com-
munity, even though – contrary to stereotypes 
– African Americans account for the largest 
part of the LGBT community. 

As a man of faith I would be remiss if I did 
not remind myself and my community that in 
the midst of this physical misery lies a much 
deeper spiritual misery. We as people of faith 
begin to ask ourselves, what kind of God al-
lows/inflicts this type of agony? In my many 
years on this planet I have heard many ex-
planations. 

Some say that it is the “will of God,” in 
other words God caused the “evil.” Under this 
view, God brings premature death, disaster, 
and suffering. Others subscribe to the “evil 
is Good” view, which holds that suffering is 
good. God did it for our own good. Then we 
have the “limited God” view. This says God 
is working against heavy odds. Your choice 

Kenni Shaw: An Open Letter
of deity will give it a good try, but the forces 
lined up against his wishes are formidable 
and frustrates the divine intention. 

In reality, all the theorems are profoundly 
inadequate. The truth is that God was suffer-
ing, crying and in agony along with Kenni Shaw. 
For me, Elie Wiesel came close to describing 
this position when he recounted an incident in 
a Nazi SS camp. Two Jewish men and a young 
boy were hung in the camp. The two men died 
quickly, but the young boy suffered for 30 min-
utes or more. Disgusted by the sight, some 
cynic cried aloud, “Where is your God now”? 
Someone answered, “He is here, hanging on 
the gallows with that young boy.” I offer to you 
that God was on that street corner with Kenni 
Shaw. Does this mean that we huddle in some 
corner and chant, pray and wish the evil away? 

No! It means that we use our voices to 
protest, we use our legs to march, we use 
our freedom at the ballot box to implement 
change, we use our arms to embrace, our 
words to encourage and love, and seize ev-
ery opportunity to take a stand against injus-
tice, violence, and evil. 

This is the work of the Maryland Black 
Family Alliance. I ask that you stand and 
speak out with us. t

The author is president of  the maryland 
Black Family alliance (marylandbfa.org). 
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Her interactions with Rose are dramatic and intense but not 
excessively so. 

The younger Crooks’ moments with Gavin Clancy are 
tender even if a bit understated. Steven Shriner as Clancy 
is likeable and down-to-earth (no pun intended) and played 

the role of the Heinekin-drinking, lower-end writer quite well.
Credit director Roy Hammond along with master car-

penter Dennis Crooks for creating a superb set that beauti-
fully fit the contours of the Spotlighters space. The painted 
floor on the stage that perfectly simulates polished hard-
wood floors is a nice touch. One of the stage exits was 
cleverly converted to a sliding glass door that opens up to 
the beach outside. Beach-type wicker chairs and lounges 
with a couple of small desks and bookshelves and an old 
typewriter constituted the furnishings in the main room 
where all the action takes place. And in Spotlighters tradi-
tion, sound effects – this time in the form of surf splashing 
along the shore – added to the ambience. 

rose’s dilemma is not your typical laugh-a-minute 
Neil Simon work. But it is an interesting, easy-to-follow 
play with second act surprises that along with the strong 
cast, makes it a show worth seeing. t

rose’s dilemma (runs 130 minutes with a 15-minute in-
termission) plays through February 10 at the audrey Her-
man Spotlighters Theatre, 817 Saint Paul Street in Balti-
more. For information and tickets, visit Spotlighters.org.

LiveLy artS // OUT ON STAGE

By Steve Charing
Although the Audrey Herman’s Spotlighters Theatre 
has for a half century taken on with considerable suc-
cess some huge challenges like Broadway musicals, its 
cozy in-the-round venue works much better for dramatic 
plays. In making its Baltimore debut, the romantic com-
edy rose’s dilemma showcased four talented actors and 
an exquisitely designed set do justice to Pulitzer Prize-
winning playwright Neil Simon’s final work.

Though not regarded as Simon’s best play by any 
means, and not to be confused with such Simon-penned 
mega-hits as The Odd couple, Sweet charity, and Brigh-
ton Beach memoirs, rose’s dilemma opened in Los An-
geles in 2003 as rose and Walsh. The play moved to off-
Broadway later that year under the actual and current title. 

During the previews Mary Tyler Moore, cast in the title 
role, was reportedly sent a letter by Simon prior to opening 
night admonishing her for not remembering her lines. She 
abruptly quit leaving the part to Patricia Hodges, Moore’s 
understudy. The play closed just over two months later.

Based loosely on the love affair between playwright 
Lillian Hellman (The children’s Hour, Watch on the rhine, 
The little Foxes) and mystery writer Dashiell Hammett, 
Simon crafted a play that includes a ghostly element to 
rose’s dilemma.

Set at her East Hampton, Long Island, beach house, 
celebrated author Rose Steiner, played by Joan Crooks, 
is headed for financial calamity as her assistant Arlene 
(Brenda R. Crooks) dutifully points out. Rose has not writ-
ten a book for a long time as she is experiencing writer’s 
cramp. To offer an opportunity to make a considerable 
amount of money, her deceased lover, Walsh McLaren 
(Denis L. Latkowski), a heralded mystery writer, returns 
to earth as a “ghost,” or shall we say a figment of Rose’s 
imagination. 

He suggests that a ghost writer, so to speak, be em-
ployed to finish the forty remaining pages of his latest nov-
el that was curtailed by his untimely demise from a heart 
attack. She would benefit from the royalties, thus solving 
her money problems.

Though resisting at first, Rose acquiesces and finds 
another writer of lesser celebrity and success, young 
Gavin Clancy, played by Steven Shriner, to help finish the 
book. He eventually becomes romantically involved with 

Arlene while the project hits a snag. I won’t divulge the 
rest! 

Under the skillful direction of Roy Hammond, all the 
actors turned in a fine job and were well-cast for the roles. 
Joan Crooks performed very well as the troubled and hal-
lucinatory Rose. She is 
believable, and her dia-
logues with Walsh and 
Arlene are spirited and 
feisty. The ghost of Walsh 
McLaren is only seen 
and heard by Rose even 
though there are others 
present. 

The repartee sur-
rounding Walsh’s com-
ments is (I hate to admit) 
reminiscent of the old 
Topper television series 
in which the Kirby ghosts 
are talking to Topper and 
his responses to them 
are overheard by others 
resulting in complete be-
wilderment. The laughs 
in rose’s dilemma are 
mostly generated from 
such scenes and are 
packed mostly in the first 
act.

The conversations 
seem real even though 
they are concocted in 
Rose’s head; so real in 
fact, they include love-
making as the “two” go 
“upstairs” at night. Their 
“current relationship” is 
idealized and romanti-
cized by Rose, which ap-
parently diverges from her earlier experiences with Walsh, 
as the play suggests that all were not sunshine and lolli-
pops when they actually were seeing each other.

As Walsh’s ghost, Dennis L. Latkowski, a veteran of 
the Spotlighters, had a 
dominant presence on the 
stage and used his deep de-
votion towards Rose in con-
vincing her to retain Gavin 
Clancy to finish his novel. 
Demonstrating his strong 
voice and comedic touches 
throughout, Latkowski is 
very good in this part. 

Brenda R. Crooks who 
is Joan Crooks’ daughter in 
real life turns in a marvel-
ous performance as Arlene 
eliciting empathy from the 
audience as she struggles 
to fill the voids in her life. 

Ghostly Comings & Goings in Rose’s Dilemma
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Gavin Clancy (Steven Shriner) discusses with Rose (Joan Crooks) how he would finish the 
book as walsh (Denis L. Latkowski) and arlene (Brenda r. Crooks) look on.
credit: Ken Stanek Photography
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Mark Scurti stands besides Mayor rawlings-Blake as she reads proclamation
credit: Steve Charing

A state of equality.

As of January 1, marriage equality is the law of the land. 
Smyth Jewelers is proud to celebrate the enactment of 
Maryland’s Civil Marriage Protection Act.

®

SMY-2013-16636 Baltimore Outloud_1.25_State_9.875x9.6.indd   1 1/15/13   12:09 PM
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• Rehearsal Dinner in Alexandra’s American Fusion Restaurant
• Overnight Stay in the Hotel, featuring over 170 Guest Rooms
• Relax and Rejuvenate in the Spa
•Celebrate Your Special Day in one of Four Beautiful Ballrooms,        
   accommodating up to 600 guests

Book Your Wedding For January or February, 2014... 
And Receive 25% Off! Valid for New Bookings Only, with a Minimum of 40 Guests. Cannot 

be combined with other offers. Additional conditions may apply.

Call 410-465-1200 or email  sales@turfvalley.com today!

T U R F  V A L L E Y
Whether it’s a day or a weekend....
Turf Valley is Your Destination!

2700 Turf Valley Road•Ellicott City, MD 21042 •turfvalley.com

tim@bigcars.com
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n  Pass Question 6

n  Propose To The  

Person You Love

n  Book Banksy’s for 

Engagement Party

Lake Falls Village
6080 Falls Road

Mt.Washington,MD 21209
410.377.4444 

www.banksyscafe.com
Banksys.llc@gmail.com

Engagements, Rehearsal
Dinners, Receptions, and
Happily Ever After …

4 Elegant, Yet Affordable

Eichenkranz Hall
Let our experience work for you to  
make your affair one to remember.
seats approximately 150 people
Full Service Bar • Coat Room • Dance 

Floor • Bathrooms & Wait Station
Weddings, Anniversary, Birthday, Company  
or Holiday Parties, Bridal & Baby Showers 

and a Host of Other Functions.
611 South Fagley St., Baltimore, maryland 21224 

(off 3900 Blk. of Fleet St.) • 410-563-7577 • www.eichenkranz.com

NOW OPEN
WOODBERRY/HAMPDEN 
Food & Wine Magazine’s 

Best New Chef/Owner - Robbin Haas

1520 CLIPPER ROAD || BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21211 || 443-708-1935

BIRROTECA
CRAFT BEER, WINE & ARTISAN PIZZA

growler: glass jug for transporting beer

birroteca growler: the way to share your 
favorite craft beer during the holidays
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Let Your Wedding Day Soar!

weddingsbycharles@gmail.com

A priest of the Episcopal Church for over 30 years

Traditional or Alternative Weddings
Denominational or Non-Denominational
And Other Sacred Ceremonies 

Rev. Charles Benz, M.Div. 

weddingsbycharles.com 919-321-1169

Shawna Potter
Ordained Clergy PersOn

Free Consultation • Hand Fasting • renewal of Marriage

Ceremony Tailored by You!
For more information go to …

MysecularWedding.wordpress.com 
or e-mail me at  mysecularwedding@gmail.com

Dan Furmansky
Wedding Officiant

Helping couples create personalized 
meaningful ceremonies.

www.ameaningfulday.com

Weddings with Wayne
Spiritual, Civil, Christian, Progressive, 
Contemporary, or Traditional.
Let me help you design the wedding 
ceremony which reflects your deepest 
expression of love.
Sliding scale from $150.00.
Available for weddings in Maryland 
and Washington, DC
(410) 353-5534 or (202) 253-9828
Rev. Dr. Wayne Schwandt, 
Wedding Officiant

Weddings 2013
You could be here, too!

410-802-1310
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Celebrate Your Wedding in Maryland, & Leave the 
Honeymoon Planning to the Professionals …

Celebrate Your Wedding in Maryland, & Leave the 
Honeymoon Planning to the Professionals …

Sarah Kline · Time4trvl@cs.com · www.timefortravelltd.com · 301-627-8890 · 866-259-2066

Call for LGBT Honeymoon Options!Call for LGBT Honeymoon Options!

wedding and party 
invitations

Debra J. Quinton
www.ItsASnapMD.com

410.446.4292

Music by The MasterMusic by The Master
Gary Schwartz

Music to personalize your special day. Before, 
during and after the ceremony Gary will help you 

set the mood. A Themed wedding? ... Renaissance, 
Medieval, Victorian or whatever your Personal 

Style, Gary has Music to Fit Every Wish.

You can contact Music by The Master at: 301.639.6479, 
mstrmusic@yahoo.com or go to www.musicbythemaster.com

Weddings 2013
You could be here, too!

410-802-1310
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The LanchesTer 
Law Firm

micheLLe LanchesTer esTaTe PLanning aTTorney
with 25 years of legal experience

Wills  •  TrusTs  •  living Wills 
FinanciaL Power oF aTTorney

AdvAnce direcTives  •  ProbATe

cAll To seT-uP Your Free esTATe PlAnning seminArs

WASHINGTON, DC OFFICE:
601 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 900, South Building
Washington, DC 20004

202/220-3000

BALTIMORE OFFICE:
400 East Pratt Street 

Suite 800
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

443/759-3245

CLAIM YOUR POWER - PROTECT YOUR LEGACY

www.LanchesterLaw.com

We serve ALL couples equally.

Glyph Fine Press
101B N. Washington Street
Havre de Grace, MD 21078
410-939-0504
www.glyphdg.com
info@glyphdg.com
www.facebook.com/glyphdg
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A Checklist for Planning a Wedding
Planning a wedding is not an easy task 
to undertake. Now for some of us call-
ing the wedding planner and let them 
do all the hard work may work but for 
the rest well we do it ourselves. Here is 
a time line that may help keep you from 
pulling your hair out. 

• Once you have set the date get the 
word out call your local paper with the 
announcement. (Yes Baltimore OUT-
loud would be happy to put this in for 
you)

• Next and probably most important 
task will be to plan your budget. We all 
know as time goes on this will change 
but it a good foundation to start on. 
Deciding the location, time of year 
and let’s not forget the date for your 
ceremony in my mind would be next. 
Then making the reservation on the 
hall, church or beach or wherever you 
choose high on the list too.

• Selecting you attire may need to 
be done early if you are doing a gown 
and tux, even if you are going for a 
simple wedding getting this done early 
can’t hurt. 

• Register with our favorite depart-
ment store or specialty store. This will 
make it easier if your guest know what 
you want or need and you will not have 
to answer all those questions …well 
what do you want...

Create your invitation list, doing it 
together will make it easy on you both. 
Schedule meetings with wedding pho-
tographer /videographer and choose 
and reserve your florist and DJ They 
can get very busy.

• Order your invitations, person-
alized stationary and notepaper. 
• Choose and reserve your officiant 
along with your caterer. You may have 
to call a few so starting this early will 
give you time to see if they are a good 
fit for you. It’s your day so make them 
fit you not you fit them. Don’t forget the 
cake.

• If you are doing a big wedding 
now would be a good time to choose 
your color scheme , and all the people 
you would like to be in the wedding to 
share in your day. About this same time 
you want to look for their dresses and 
shoes. The dresses for the mothers of 
the brides or grooms and anything you 
need to order that may take time

• At this point you might be about 
two to four months from the big day. You 
keep saying to yourself… Have I forgot-
ten anything? You check the list ok so 
far so good. Now down to the good stuff.

• Buy the rings and if you have at-
tendants you can select their gifts at this 
time too.

• Address and mail the invitations. 
• Check with the Clerk of Court 

in the area you are to be married to 
see what the requirements are for 
your marriage license. Make a note 
of when to purchase your license. 
• Plan your rehears-
al dinner. Make reservations. 
• Choose your hairstylist and make-up 
artist. Have a trial run to make sure that 
you love your hair and make-up the day 
of your wedding. 

• Have dress altered if needed.
• Schedule a time for formal wedding 

portraits. This can be the photo you can 
send to the newspapers.

• By this time we hope that some of 
you friends and family will be sending 
you gifts. Remember to record the name 
of the giver and what gift they gave you. 
Nothing can drive you crazier than when 
you go to send the thank you notes you 
can’t remember who gave you what. If 
you don’t have time to write them in your 
book, tape the card to the bottom of the 
gift that might help too. 

• Two or three weeks out send your 
announcement to the paper.

• If you are having a reception work 
on the seating chart. This is your hard-
est job of them all. Who can and can’t sit 
next to each other..me I would go with 
the sit yourself method then it’s all up 
to the guest. Confirm all you reserva-
tions, go over the last minute things, 
pack if you’re going away. 

• One very important thing to do 
is have a non wedding date with you 
partner. Talk about anything but the 
wedding, this night is all about just the 
two of you remembering why the hell 
you are going through all this mad-
ness. 

• The big day is here have fun and 
enjoy. Everyone in the LGBT commu-
nities have worked very hard for this 
special day to happen. The right now 
to marry is yours take it and run with 
it. Enjoy your life and be happy! t 

Let us
help you

plan the
wedding

of your
dreams!

Call for reservations or brochure
1-800-4-ROYALE
91st St. Oceanfront • Ocean City, MD

(410) 524-7777
www.PRINCESSROYALE.com

2013
& 2014
Dates N

ow
Availab

le

• 2 & 3 Bedroom
Oceanfront Condominiums
• 310 two-room suites
• Children under 12 Stay Free
• Suites Sleep up to 6
• New Tempur-Pedic Swedish Mattresses in All Suites
• Fully Equipped Kitchens • 2 Color TV’s
• 2 Telephones • In-Suite Electronic Safe
• 4 Story Glass Atrium with Olympic
Sized Pool Overlooking The Ocean
• “Schooners” Oceanfront Restaurant & Lounge
• Exercise Facility • Saunas • Sundeck with Hot Tubs
• Convenience/Gift Shops • Creative Day Spa
• Honeymoon Jacuzzi Suites
• Banquet & Meeting Facilities for Groups
• 30,000 sq. ft. of Exhibit & Meeting Space
• In-Suite High Speed Wireless Internet Access
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WEDDINGS

paulie treadway iii and 
rik newton-treadway will celebrate 
their 13th-anniversary vermont civil 
union by getting married november, 
2013, in Baltimore, Maryland.

Judy and Cindy grim exchanged 
vows on august 16, 2010, at the the 
washington, D.C., courthouse and then 
honeymooned in rehoboth Beach, 
Delaware. they then renewed their 
vows on May 19, 2012, on the beach in 
Ocean City, Maryland.
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SNOW BALL AT
JANUARY 19, 2013 
PHOTOS BY STEVE CHARING
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such as race relations, violence versus peaceful approaches, 
and hauntingly, Dr. King’s examination of his own mortality.

These interactions are hilarious with the comedic balance 
tilting towards Camae. She has tons of sass; Dr. King, solid 
and steady but clearly apprehensive on several levels, play off 
her effectively. At one juncture you would think The mountain-
top is a comedy. It’s not. But the humorous barbs that propel 
the play and enhance the character development sets up the 
second half, where a shocking twist in the plot occurs that will 
not be disclosed here. 

Hamilton and Tyler bring a tremendous amount of chem-
istry to their performances. Tyler’s role as Camae is more 
complex than Hamilton’s King and seemingly has more lines 
overall. Her Southern voice inflections help work these lines 
well, and her facial expressions and mannerisms add even 
more. Tyler’s soliloquy where she offers her version of a King-
like speech is a highlight.

Hamilton’s Martin Luther King is presented almost exactly 
how one recalls the civil rights icon or remembers from foot-
age. He is dignified but very human in his weaknesses, con-
sumed with the responsibility of fostering social and economic 
change, and appropriately worried about his fate. His part 
calls for humor but nowhere as much as Camae. In this play 
both Hamilton and Tyler put on an acting clinic.

The mountaintop premiered in London in 2009 to critical 
acclaim and won the Olivier Best New Play Award. It opened 
on Broadway at the Bernard B. Jacobs Theatre on September 
22, 2011 to mixed reviews. Several productions have since 
been staged in various regional venues around the U.S.

At the conclusion of the heart-thumping climax to The 
mountaintop at Centerstage, the actors (and creative team 
that included the excellent work of lighting director Scott Zie-
linski) received a resounding standing ovation envisaging a 
promising Baltimore run. t

the moUntaintop (running 90 minutes with no intermission) 
plays through February 24 at centerstage’s Head Theatre, 
700 North calvert Street in Baltimore. For info and tickets call 
the box office at 410-332-0033 or visit Centerstage.org.

LiveLy artS // OUT ON STAGE

By Steve Charing
The timing of the Centerstage’s presentation of Katori Hall’s 
The mountaintop could not have been better. The two-person 
fictionalized play about the last night of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr.’s life, ably directed by Center-
stage artistic director Kwame 
Kwei-Armah, brackets the na-
tional celebration of the civil rights 
leader’s birthday, the second 
inauguration of the first African-
American president in U.S. histo-
ry – a summit that could not have 
been climbed had Dr. King not 
taken on the struggle – and runs 
well into Black History Month.

Playwright Hall noted “This 
isn’t the ‘I Have a Dream’ King. 
This is King, the man; not the 
myth. I want people to see that 
this extraordinary man – who is 
actually quite ordinary – achieved 
something so great that he actually created a fundamental 
shift in how we are, as a people, interact with each other.”

Indeed, the portrait of Dr. King in this play is that of an 
ordinary individual – a smoker, his feet smell, he lies to yet he 

is very much 
in love with his 
wife – chal-
lenged by the 

burden of leading his followers to “the promised land.”
Neil Patel’s set is designed to replicate that of Room 306 at 

the rather seedy Lorraine Motel in Memphis on the night before 
Dr. King was assassinated. Complete with coral-colored drapes 

and matching bed spreads, cheesy motel 
pictures on the wall and a door that opens 
up to that fateful balcony, the set becomes 
the venue for the entire play and a show-
case for two outstanding actors. 

Shawn Hamilton and Myxolydia Ty-
ler make their Centerstage debuts with 
this production. Both have considerable 
acting experience and that was clearly 
demonstrated throughout the play. 

On a stormy April 3, 1968, where 
the rain is seen cascading outside the 
balcony door and flashes of lightning 
and claps of thunder appear through-
out, Dr. King (Hamilton) has returned to 
his room he shares with the Rev. Ralph 
Abernathy. He had just delivered his fa-

mous “I’ve Been to the Mountaintop” speech at Mason Temple 
in connection with the Memphis sanitation workers strike. 

Tired, somewhat ill, and disappointed by the low turnout at 
his speech, Dr. King orders up some coffee. He mutters, “Why 

America is going to hell” over 
and over, probably work-
ing on a future speech, as 
he paces and peeks outside 
waiting for his close associ-
ate Rev. Abernathy to bring 
him Pall Malls.

A motel maid named Ca-
mae (Tyler) appears with the 
coffee and the two, a bit wary 
of each other at first, begin to 
connect. Each time Camae 
leaves after what appears to 
be the logical conclusion of a 
conversation, lightning flash-
es and thunder rings outside 
that not only prevents her 
from exiting but elicits a re-
flexive ducking from Dr. King. 
You see, he has been getting 
more and more death threats 
as his movement progresses 
and it’s getting to him.

Camae is a feisty, spunky 
and sometimes foul-mouthed 
young woman who after a bit 
of intimidation from speaking 
to this national figure, she 
becomes more confident. Dr. 
King is flirtatious while Camae 
struggles to resist temptation, 
resulting in some comical ex-
changes. The conversations 
ascend to headier topics, 

Reaching The Mountaintop

Myxolydia tyler as Camae and Shawn 
hamilton as Dr. King  credit: Richard Anderson

For the January 15 performance of The mountain-
top, Centerstage held “LGBT Night” in which board 
members from Baltimore Black Pride (BBP) were 
invited to attend. January 15 is Dr. Martin Luther 
King’s birthday. BBP founder Carlton R. Smith, 
chairman Kevin Clemons presented to the audi-
ence a brief history of the organization while in-
terim vice-chairwoman Kimberli Lagree Simmons 
briefly discussed BBP’s new theme.

“This was an opportunity to let Baltimore Black 
Pride broaden our scope of this year pride season 
to the community at large and to launch our new 
theme, New Era: Evolution 2013,” said Smith. “I 
believe that all the board members who attended 
enjoyed the play and we will continue advertise 
The mountaintop in our various social media out-
lets.”

Members of the audience made cash dona-
tions to the organization.  t

AT CENTERSTAGE

Baltimore Black Pride 
Night at Centerstage
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LiveLy artS // ART

By MiChaeL FarLey
In 1972, Italo Calvino published his genre-
bending masterpiece invisible cities, a hy-
pothetical dialogue between Kublai Khan 
and Marco Polo describing fictional ham-
lets in a newly-globalizing Orient.The book 
has somewhat of a cult following across 
diverse disciplines; architects and urban-
ists can spend hours letting their minds 
wander the streets of Calvino’s mythical 
metropolises. Others celebrate the text for 
its novel approach to thinking about hu-
man interaction and the languages, tools, 
and places we create to communicate with 
one another. 

In Jenee Mateer’s solo exhibition invis-
ible cities, on view at Casewerks gallery 
after traveling from Frostburg State Uni-
versity, Calvino’s world and that of social 
media are made tangible for comparison. 
Mateer explores the ways we communi-
cate in the digital age, the placelessness 
of the unbuilt environment, and concrete 
traces of data exchange. 

invisible cities is dominated by an 
eponymous installation of transparent 
prints hanging in front of a projected video 

loop. From a distance, the assemblage 
resembles a translucent skyline against 
a backdrop of the type of digital noise/vi-
sual-pattern-overload we have become so 
accustomed to seeing in both our desktops 
and art galleries. Up close, the transparen-
cies are printed with a grid of anonymous 
silhouettes like the placeholder avatars for 
newly-made social media accounts. Incor-
porated into the video loop is an occasional 
“no signal” message that, ironically, grabs 
one’s attention more than the “background 
noise” it interrupts. Formally, the piece 
reminds me of Korean Canadian sculptor 
Won Ju Lin’s mixed-media installations. 
But while Lin’s rigidly three-dimensional, 

abstracted skylines are juxtaposed with 
projections of real cityscapes, Mateer’s 
two-dimensional grids and equally am-
biguous projection seem more adaptable 
to an infinite number of exhibition environ-

ments. They are, appropriately, closer to 
pure data – a seemingly ephemeral monu-
ment to placelessness that is site-specific 
only to our nomadic attention spans. 

On the adjacent wall there is a series 
of photographs of clouds. They appear, 
at first, unexceptional; nice photos of 
fluffy white clouds, fitting as stock photos, 
desktop backgrounds or a snapshot from 

an anonymous vacation 
to anywhere. When these 
prints are reflected in the 
glossy surfaces of the se-
ries Oracle across the gal-
lery, one can only assume 
that was the artist’s intent. 
Oracle, one of the stron-
gest pieces in the show, is 
a series of black plexiglas 
shapes cut and engraved to 
resemble oversized iPads. 
They are such convincing 
counterfeits that several 
viewers attempted to turn 
them on. At their sightly 
larger-than-life scale and 
vertical orientation they 

seem to reference portraiture or a mirror. 
Indeed, in their glossy black surfaces one 
can catch glimpses of viewers searching 
the nonexistent depths of the seductive 
objects for content. These “portraits” of 
the viewers and reflections of the clouds 
(evoking “cloud” computing whereby dis-
tantly-stored data is displayed locally) are 
the only visual rewards the sleek, black 
objects of desire offer the consumer. It 
is such an effective, yet understated and 
simple gesture that I find myself shocked I 
had never seen it done before. 

Cloud computing of course is not as 
weightless as its name suggests; the enor-
mous data farms that house the internet 

Jenee Mateer: Invisible Cities 

the screen as cityscape nouveau

guzzle vast amounts of 
cheap, rural land and 
fossil fuels. The “infor-
mation superhighway” 
is not without its own 
sheen of smog, and 
produces some of the 
most toxic landfill ma-
terials in the world. I 
wish there were more of 
a reminder of the high 
environmental price 
we pay for the conve-
nience of our new men-
tal habitat. Mateer’s 
Narcissus, a sculpture 
depicting glossy black 
cell phones as the bottom of a well, does 
somewhat evoke (to me, at least) the vast 
stretches of China where the aquifers have 
been tainted by runoff from electronic waste 
landfills. The piece, like Oracle, also ap-
pears to reference our desire to see our-
selves reflected by communication technol-
ogy. Our idealized selves – those presented 
by Facebook accounts, online dating pro-
files, and carefully-curated resumes on 
Linkedin- show us a fragmented reality. 

Like the cities imagined by Calvino, the 
new environments we create for ourselves 

here’s lookin’ at you, kid

 “Mateer explores the 
ways we communicate 
in the digital age, the 

placelessness of the 
unbuilt environment, 

and concrete traces of 
data exchange.”

draw inhabitants for different reasons: 
commerce, culture, an escape from loneli-
ness, and of course, sex, are increasingly 
found as frequently (if not moreso) online 
than in traditional urban centers. Mateer’s 
work reminds us that we are only begin-
ning to understand the economic and so-
cial ramifications of this shift. We should 
already know the environmental cost – 
along with the towers of data come moun-
tains of e-waste; the contemporary “Valley 
of Ashes” to our new brand of cosmopoli-
tan social posturing. t
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favorite among the entrees however is the restau-
rants famous Northwest Bouillabaisse consisting 

of scallops, halibut, salmon, mussels, saffron potato, crisp 
calamari and a lemon aioli crouton. You will be asking for 
extra bread in order to sop up the tasty broth left at the 
bottom of the bowl.

After a bountiful dinner, check in to the luxurious Ho-

tel Monaco, a boutique hotel featuring modern furnishings 
and décor, plush linens, evening turndown service and 
complimentary wireless Internet. The Kimpton property of-
fers a hosted wine reception daily in their lobby as well as 
a 24-hour fitness and business center.

Begin your next day with a visit to Pike Place Market, a 
public market overlooking the Seattle waterfront. Opened 
in 1907, the market is one of the oldest public farmers’ 
markets in the United States. It is a place of business for 
many fisherman, farmers, and merchants. Named after the 
central street, Pike Place, it is one of city’s most popular 
tourist destinations. While there, be sure to sample some 
homemade chowder from one of many bustling cafes. 

Music enthusiasts should be sure to visit Experience 
Music Project (EMP). The Frank Gehry-designed master-
piece is truly remarkable and hosts a variety of music-
related exhibits. The Harley-Davidson Museum in partner-
ship with EMP are currently presenting Worn To Be Wild: 
The Black Leather Jacket, a dynamic exhibit that traces 
the path of the leather motorcycle jacket. 

Worn primarily by 
aviators during WWI and 
WWII, the leather jacket 
became the pièce de ré-
sistance of the biker, and 
remains an iconic piece 
of clothing. Jackets on 
display range from early 
military jackets, famous 
Hollywood costumes, 
and leather jackets worn 
by stars like Elvis Pres-
ley, to haute couture by 
Jean Paul Gaultier and 
Gianni Versace. 

Right next door to 

traveL

By JOey aMatO
Microsoft, Nordstrom, Amazon.com, and Starbucks are 
just a few of the companies headquartered in Seattle, 
Washington, the “Emerald City.” The city boasts a vibrant 
arts scene, iconic music venues, and some of 
the freshest and delicious food on the west 
coast. 

My first stop was a visit to the Seattle Art 
Museum, a magnificent building located in the 
heart of downtown. During my visit, the mu-
seum was gearing up to host some of its most 
prestigious exhibitions ever, most notably, 
Rembrandt, Van Dyck, Gainsborough: Trea-
sures of Kenwood House, London. Within the 
neoclassical Kenwood House on the outskirts 
of London, resides a magnificent collection 
known as the Iveagh Bequest which includes 
masterpieces by Gainsborough, Hals, Rem-
brandt, Reynolds, Romney, Turner, Van Dyck, 
and many others. 

The Iveagh Bequest was donated to Great 
Britain by Edward Cecil Guinness, 1st Earl of 
Iveagh (1847-1927) and heir to the world’s 
most successful brewery. The exhibit also fea-
tures Rembrandt’s late Self-Portrait (1665), 
which has never before left Europe.

Another exciting exhibit coming to SAM will be Fu-
ture Beauty: 30 Years of Japanese Fashion, a collection 
of 80 gowns ranging from the classic to the outrageous, 
by celebrated designers such as Rei Kawakubo, Yohji Ya-
mamoto, Issey Miyake, Kenzo Takada, Junya Watanabe, 
and Jun Takahashi. The 
exhibit will also feature 
runway show videos, 
artist photographs, and 
magazines images.

Just a short walk from 
the Seattle Art Museum 
is Six Seven, a glorious 
ocean-front restaurant 
offering the freshest sea-
food in the city. Begin 
your meal with a pint of 
Alaskan Summer Ale, 
which is very affordable 
and the perfect accom-
paniment to your meal. 
Upon recommendation, I 
opted to try the smoked 
salmon as my starter. 
The melt-in-your-mouth 
salmon was the most delicious I’ve ever tasted and was 
actually caught earlier that morning. 

Other delectable starters include Jumbo Dungeness 
crab and shrimp cake with lemongrass sauce and tomato 
jam as well as braised beef and truffle ravioli made with 
butternut squash, chanterelles, toasted pine nuts, grilled 
radicchio in a truffle honey reduction. 

Entrees are hearty and plentiful, most notably the aru-
gula pesto brushed halibut with artichokes, roasted fen-
nel and cherry tomato salad in a lemon vinaigrette. My 

Seattle, Washington

EMP is Seattle’s most 
iconic landmark, the 
Space Needle. Head to 
the observation deck for 
unobstructed views of 
the city and the majestic 
Mt. Rainer. 

Adjacent to the 
Space Needle is Chihuly 
Garden and Glass, a cel-
ebration of Seattle glass 
sculptor, Dale Chihuly. 
The Exhibition Hall con-
tains eight galleries and 
three Drawing Walls, of-
fering visitors a compre-
hensive look at Chihuly’s 
significant works. The 
Glasshouse presents a 
suspended 1,400-piece, 100-foot-long sculpture and the 
Garden is a backdrop for four other monumental pieces. 
This venue is a must-see for art lovers.

For dinner, head to Capitol Hill, Seattle’s gay neigh-
borhood, and visit any one of dozens of gay-owned es-
tablishments along Broadway. I recommend The Grill on 
Broadway, known for the best Sunday brunch in town. Mi-
mosas With Mama takes place every Sunday and features 
some of the best drag performers in town. 

Visitors looking for a bit of old-world tradition should 
stay at the Mayflower Hotel. Built in 1927, the property 
has been restored with crystal chandeliers, gleaming 
brass, and period antiques that offer European elegance. 
Conveniently located to Seattle attractions, guest rooms 
at the Mayflower are beautifully appointed in classic color 
schemes with custom comforters, drapes, and artwork de-
signed and tailored for each room. The hotel also boasts 
one of the city’s best restaurants, Andaluca.

Sample the roasted mussels with baby tomatoes, siz-
zling lemon butter, rosemary, and white wine or the deli-
cious Tuscan tomato bread soup with basil crème fraiche. 
For my entrée, my guest and I shared Andaluca paella, an 
oversized portion of prawns, clams, chicken, chorizo, abo-
rio rice, and harissa butter, all served in a saffron broth.

Tourists looking for a trendier experience should head to 
Hotel Max, a boutique property which provides the platform 
for both emerging and established Seattle artists and photog-
raphers. More than 350 original paintings and photographs 
are found throughout the hotel in the lobby, guest rooms, and 
corridors. Red Fin restaurant offers eclectic Asian fusion fare 
and is a favorite among tourists and locals alike.

Spend your last night in Seattle by visiting any one 
of the city’s famous LGBT nightspots. Favorites among 

neighborhood gays include R 
Place, Neighbors, and Q, an ultra-
modern dance music venue featur-
ing sleek designs, specialty cock-
tails, a bourbon lounge, and four 
disco balls to keep the party going 
all night long. 

For more information, go to Vis-
itseattle.org. t

OUT destinations is part of 
OUTreach Public relations (Out-
reachpublicrelations.com). Founded 
by Joey amato in 2012, OUTreach 
Pr serves celebrities, corporations, 
and non-profit organizations looking 
to target lGBT consumers. 
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You’ve met the person of your 
dreams; let us help make  
another dream a reality.

When you build a life together it means commitment, effort, and a 
lot of decisions. Some decisions are easy, while others require outside 
advice. One of the biggest decisions you will make is to buy a home. 
George Mason Mortgage and I are there to support you, every step of 
the way!

Richard B. Pazornik
Senior Loan Officer

George Mason Mortgage 
1447 York Road, Suite 408
Timonium, MD 21093
443-600-1282
rpazornik@gmmllc.com

NMLS#225367

Credit and collateral are subject to approval. Terms and 
conditions apply. This is not a commitment to lend. Programs, 
notes,terms and conditions are subject to change without notice.

Apply online:  
www.gmmllc.com/rpazornik

reaL eState

middle-class families along with devastating 
their dreams of sending their kids to college, 
retirement or even perhaps starting a small 
business. The MID allows homeowners to 
deduct interest paid on a mortgage which in 
turn helps families save a significant amount 
of money they would have paid in taxes. 

The National Association of Realtors 
(NAR) is the biggest advocate for saving 
the MID and has thus far been the biggest 
crusader against any legislation that would 
tamper with or amend the MID.

The MID still ap-
plies for homeown-
ers but it will contin-
ue to be a debate as 
all of the challenges 
of the 2013 move 
in. The fiscal cliff is 
really just the tip of 
the iceberg, with the 
debt ceiling debate 
coming next. 

Advocates will 
continue to sup-
port the MID as a 
benchmark for the 

American Dream and a valuable platform for 
the middle-class as opponents wage a war 
against capping or eliminating the MID alto-
gether. 

No one can predict what shape the tax 
reforms of 2013 will bring but it is predict-
able that the MID reduction or elimination will 
have a negative effect on home values if the 
Mortgage Housing Interest Deduction disap-
pears in 2013. All eyes will be on Capitol Hill 
as this debate continues to spark between 
the Congress and the White House. t

Jeff Hammerberg is ceO of Gayreales-
tate.com offering free buyers representation, 
free sellers competitive market analysis and 
free relocation kits to any US city. 

By JeFF haMMerBerg
The national housing market is still healing 
from the last major U.S. recession and politi-
cal debates are going on in the nation’s capi-
tal about limits and deductions for taxpayers. 
One of these topics is the mortgage inter-
est deduction or the MID. The MID makes 
it easier for carrying the costs of owning a 
home. Middle and lower-income families are 
the ones that benefit the most from the mort-
gage housing deduction. 

Congress is trying to find any means 
that are available to 
find extra sources of 
revenue to help with 
reducing costs to al-
low consensus on 
raising the debt ceil-
ing. The mortgage 
housing deduction 
has come up for 
specific legislation, 
capping or elimi-
nating the MID all 
together. (Sixty-five 
percent of families 
that claim the MID 
make less than $100,000 a year) Federal 
taxes are primarily paid by homeowners and 
this number would rise if the MID is reduced 
or cut out altogether. All of these talks on 
Capitol Hill have many people wondering if 
the Mortgage Housing Interest Deduction is 
going away in 2013?

The American dream is an old school 
ideology that is still very much alive today. 
Home values and sales will decrease with-
out the MID. Some economists predict that 
the values could drop in the double digits in 
some circumstances. Changes in the MID is 
an important home-ownership benefit that 
many people have come to rely on would de-
stroy the wealth buildup of millions of diligent 

Whither the Mortgage Housing 
Deductional in 2013 ?

 “Congress is trying 
to find any means 

that are available to 
find extra sources of 
revenue to help with 

reducing costs to allow 
consensus on raising 

the debt ceiling.”
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I was in the middle of a life- and career-
coaching session recently, when a client 
mentioned that he felt so much pressure 
to do things “the right way” that it became 
very difficult to avoid mistakes. His main 
point was perfectionism and the stress 
it causes, but his point ignited further 
thought.

It suddenly seemed so clear: it’s a very 
bad idea to focus too strongly on doing 
things right.

What do people really mean when they 
say they want to do something right? Well, 
it often means that they are focused on a 
set of rules. In other words, to do things 
right, you have to do things in order, do as 
you are told, or do it the way others do it. 

In that coaching session, I happened to 
be working with a graphic artist. I shared 
with him in that moment that an over-reli-
ance on doing things right probably limited 
my artistic ability when I was in high school. 
Despite taking art courses and winning a 
few minor awards for my work, I remember 
always feeling as if I was falling short of 
the way the painting or picture could look. 
I was a closeted, up-tight teenager, and I 
was very concerned with “painting within 
the lines.” It felt like trying to do exercises 
while wearing a straitjacket.

Another problem involved with trying to 
do things right is that some people have an 
intense focus on what other people think. 
So, doing things right means that you do 
them so everyone else approves. I could 
write many essays about the problems with 
being a people pleaser, but let’s summa-
rize it all by saying that it’s painful to try 
to please too many bosses. Literally, if we 
had to wait until everyone approved, noth-
ing would ever get done; someone will al-
ways harbor a gripe.

Finally, trying to do the right thing can 
be an attempt to avoid making mistakes. 
Some people have an unrealistic expecta-
tion that they “should” be able to accom-
plish every step in a task, beginning to 
end, and have things turn out perfectly. If 
a mistake were to occur, then the person 
feels a sense of total failure. This approach 

is doomed – especially with large, complex 
projects that require some trial and error – 
and it makes living, working, and loving a 
minefield instead of a pleasure.

Now, I may not have won you over to 
my new idea that we should abandon an 
intense focus on doing things right. After 
all, no one is interested in focusing on do-
ing something wrong. So, what would be a 
more helpful way to focus when you’re try-
ing to accomplish something in this world, 
big or small?

How about if we maintained a steady, 
strong focus on doing something well!

What does it mean when something is 
done well? And how does it differ from do-
ing something right? People may have dif-
ferent answers to these questions, but I’ll 
share my approach.

When something is done well, it works. 
When something works, it accomplishes 
the overall purpose of what you set out to 
do without causing any damage along the 
way.

When something is done very well, not 
only does it work, but it works smoothly, 
quickly, so much better than you had an-
ticipated, and in a way that feels extraordi-
narily pleasing. 

My main gripe with focusing on doing 
things the right way is that you could be 
missing completely whether or not things 
are actually working out. For example, 
while putting together some furniture, the 
idea that you are correctly following the 
instructions shouldn’t trump that that size 
screw does not appear to fit into the hole. 
When writing that essay for school, your 
following all the steps shouldn’t blind you 
to how poorly the sentences and para-
graphs are flowing. When completing a 
task for your boss, it’s not a good idea to 
ignore pissed-off coworkers or other work 
that is being adversely affected.

I won’t get all Drama Queen on you, 
but some pretty despicable things have 
happened in human history because peo-
ple were so focused on following instruc-
tions – doing it technically “right” – that 
they missed the fact that they were com-
mitting atrocities, or setting the stage for 
death and destruction.

It should start with your five senses – 
what you see, hear, smell, touch, and taste 
as you are taking action – and with your 
mind’s ability to figure out what all those 
feelings mean. “How’s it going, really?” 
That information tells you whether sticking 
to the script is working well or whether you 
need to use the creative powers invested 
in you at birth to get that outcome you’re 
truly seeking. t

learn more at BaltimorelifecoachGerry.
com

Right Can 
Be Wrong

// GETTING UNSTUCK

Unstuck
Getting

Gerry Fisher
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trapped on a ranch in the middle of nowhere. 
Are you? 

We have to be willing to be patient to 
learn the basics, the fundamentals of resis-
tance training and cardiovascular exercise 
before we can get in to all the wacky and 
wild moves! I believe that everyone should 
master exercises that mimic and exaggerate 
the things we do everyday such as squatting 
(getting in and out of a chair), bending (we 
bend over to pick things up all the time), pull-
ing (how many times today have you reached 
over to get something you needed?), push-
ing (I know you’ve opened at least one door 
today or closed the fridge). The point is that 
some exercises that seem like gym staples 
really do have an overlap into our everyday 
lives, and with perfect form and technique in 
the gym we lower our risk of getting hurt out-
side of the gym. 

As much as I value education in re-
gards to fitness and exercise there is such 
a thing as knowing too much. The danger 
lies when we have all these tools yet we 
can’t figure out what order to use them to 

get the best results 
for your goal. Any 
good trainer has mas-
tered a few exercises 
and these make up 
the foundation of their 
programming. As a 
consumer you should 
be informed that this 
is not an overnight 
transformation and 
that it will take time. 
Learn the basics, 
have a solid founda-
tion, make some real 
measurable progress, 
and then maybe we 
can get wacky! 

Don’t get me wrong, I love new fitness 
devices and training tools, but I take the 
time to fully understand them before mak-
ing my clients use them and I make sure 
that the implement actually fits in their 
custom program. We have fun while ex-
ercising, and some of the moves are re-
ally enjoyable once you understand them 
but we don’t do exercises solely because 
they’re fun. Remember, when you do ran-
dom workouts you get random results, if 
you’re like me and you like achieving goals 
then you need to have a solid plan. Solid 
plan + Hard work = Real results! t

Joshua Buchbinder is a master trainer 
at life Time Fitness in columbia, maryland, 
and personal trainer instructor at  life Time 
academy in loudon, Virginia. You can reach 
him at jbuchbinder@lifetimefitness.com or 
410-967-9699 or on Facebook.com/primi-
tivestrength.

I recently read an article that discussed 
how so many trainers out there are con-
stantly trying to use the latest tricks and 
toys to build their business. This got me 
thinking, does this actually work? Are cli-
ents really lured in by flashy toys and fancy 
dance-like moves that can be labeled as 
functional even though they mimic no real 
life movement or action? 

Unfortunately, the answer is yes. And 
I hate to admit it, but at one time I used 
gimmicks to attract clients. 
The dilemma is that there 
may be no benefit to the 
client with whatever gad-
get or gizmo you are using. 
And furthermore, does this 
actually follow some sort of 
protocol or program, does 
this new device truly fit the 
individual’s goals or are we 
just having fun? 

As a fitness consumer 
you should be asking your-
self a couple of questions 
at this point. Am I using a 
gimmicky device when I go 
to the gym or work out at 
home? Am I following any 
sort of real program? Have I actually mas-
tered specific movements (i.e., squatting, 
bending, pushing, and pulling) or are my 
movements without real technique? If your 
answers give you reason to pause then 
maybe it’s time to re-evaluate what you are 
doing with your training. 

The problem with fitness is also what 
makes it so great: it’s ongoing and it’s a pro-
cess. However, as Americans, we tend to 
be somewhat impatient. We see weight-loss 
shows where people lose 20-plus pounds in 
a week or they have some drastic transfor-
mation over a couple months and we think, 
“I should be able to do that too! If I use what-
ever crazy thing they used I’ll be set.” All 
the while we forget that the person on TV 
is trapped on a ranch or at a facility and is 
made to work out several hours per day and 
has their food controlled and monitored. I 
know nobody monitors my food and I’m not 

Back to the 
Basics

Life
Joshua H. Buchbinder

Fit
for

it all starts with old-fashioned 
crunching   credit: Steve Charing
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children choose to reverse it, but it can be 
easily done, with the most disruptive part 
being a possible change of schools.

Cross-gender hormones will most likely 
be considered at the start of puberty. By 
that time, having lived as a boy for sev-
eral years, the child will be much better 
prepared to participate in decisions about 
hormones and later about surgery.

Hi Dr. Eva! 
I have a transgender hormone ques-

tion. My female-to-male son is 14 and just 
started on testosterone six months ago. 
He is doing well on testosterone, but he is 
wondering if he could go up on the dose. 
He’s pleased with all the physical changes 
but continues to have fat mainly in female 
distribution around hip and thighs. He is 
currently taking 40 mg every five days. His 
last testosterone level was 524, which is 
at the low end of the normal range for that 
lab. Would you recommend increasing the 
testosterone dose even though he is cur-
rently in the normal range?

Concerned Mom

Dear Mom,
I’m happy to know you are allowing 

your transmale son to transition from fe-
male to male by starting testosterone in 
adolescence, which is a good time to do 
so. Once the diagnosis of transsexuality is 
established in a child, it is usually best for 
the child to start cross-gender hormones at 
the first signs of puberty, usually age 10-
12 in genetic females and 12-14 in genetic 
males. If puberty has already begun, hor-
mones should be started as soon as pos-
sible.

To respond to your question: No, I 
wouldn’t increase your son’s testosterone 
dose at this time. Based on the Endocrine 
Society guidelines for transsexual hormone 
therapy, changes in any individual trans-
man’s (or transboy’s) testosterone dose 
should be determined by that individual’s 
testosterone level, and your son’s level is 
currently in the normal range. Please let 
your son know that his testosterone-in-
duced body changes will take three years, 
at least, to be complete. If his testosterone 
level falls on future tests, it would be ap-
propriate to increase the dose.

To look into his “female fat pattern,” the 
first step is to know his BMI (Body Mass 
Index). 

All you need to calculate BMI are his 
current weight, his height, and internet 
access. Go to the internet and search for 
Teen BMI Calculator (or use this link: Bmi-
fit.com/bmi_child_teen.php) and enter his 
birthdate, gender (use male), weight and 
height. If his BMI is over 25, weight loss is 

Dear Dr. Eva, 
There is a child I am really concerned 

about. I thought you might be able to shed 
some light on this situation. This child 
(we’ll use the name Marion) is in the same 
2nd grade class as my daughter. Marion is 
a little girl whose parents allow (force?) her 
to come to school dressed as a boy. This 
situation is an open secret in the school. 
All of the teachers and many of the parents 
are aware of it, and I’m sure many of the 
children are too. 

I did call Marion’s parents. They were 
very pleasant. They explained that their 
child had always thought of herself as male 
and they were letting her follow her feel-
ings.

I cannot help but feel that this is a form 
of child abuse. I am on board with the idea 
of adults choosing to change gender. But is 
it responsible to let an eight-year-old make 
such a life changing decision?

Concerned Adult

Dear Concerned,
I understand your concern. This reac-

tion is common the first time an adult en-
counters a child in transition. However, 
what Marion’s parents are doing could be 
called child affirmation, and it is the oppo-
site of child abuse. Here are a few points I 
would like you to consider:

Early childhood onset of cross-gender 
identification is one of the most reliable 
factors in diagnosing transsexuality.

Transsexual children are happier and 
relate better with their peers when they are 
allowed to live in the gender they identify 
with.

No parent wants or plans for their child 
to be transsexual. I have never heard of a 
case in which it is the parent’s idea to have 
their child dress as the opposite gender. 
Cross-dressing is always the child’s idea 
and only occurs after the child makes re-
peated and insistent requests.

This child is undergoing social transi-
tion. This means that no hormones have 
been given and no surgery is planned. So-
cial transition is 100% reversible. Very few 

QUaLity OF LiFe // HEALTH & WELLNESS 

Transgender 
Youth

Open Wide
ask Dr Eva

Dr Eva Hersh

the most effective thing he can to decrease 
the fat in his hips and thighs. If his BMI 
is between 18 and 25, his weight is nor-
mal. In that case, he may have a gynecoid-
shaped pelvis, a permanent configuration 
of the pelvic bones that results in wide 
hips. If that’s the case, there’s no way to 
avoid having wide hips. (It might be better 
for his morale if you don’t bring this pos-

sibility up to him.) 
Finally, there are plenty of men with 

wide hips, just as there are women with 
narrow hips. If the rest of his appearance is 
typically male, no one will notice the width 
of his hips.  t

eva Hersh is a Baltimore family physi-
cian. Send your comments and questions to 
her by email at dreva@baltimoreoutloud.com

On January 29, The Johns Hopkins’ 
Center for AIDS Research and the Bal-
timore Student Harm Reduction Coali-
tion present the critically acclaimed 
documentary How to Sur-
vive a Plague with a Q&A 
session with the film’s 
Oscar-nominated direc-
tor, David France, to fol-
low.

The event, which is 
free and open to the public, takes place 
at 5 p.m. at the Johns Hopkins Bloom-
berg School of Public Health, Becton-
Dickinson Auditorium, 615 N. Wolfe 
Street in Baltimore. A light reception 

will take place at 7:45 p.m.
How to Survive a Plague is a 2013 

Oscar nominee for Best Documen-
tary Feature. The film, using never-

before-seen archival 
footage from the 1980s 
and ‘90s, focuses on 
the coalition of ACT-UP 
and TAG (Treatment Ac-
tion Group) consisting 
of young people, many 

of them HIV-positive young men, who 
took on Washington and the medical 
establishment. 

For more information about the film, 
visit Surviveaplague.com. t

‘How to Survive a Plague’ at Johns Hopkins, January 29 
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On January 13, Mr. Pittsburgh Leather 
Fetish 2013 Bryce Caine was sashed Mr. 
Mid-Atlantic Leather 2013 at the annual 
Mid-Atlantic Leather weekend held at the 
Hyatt Regency Capitol Hill in Washington, 
D.C. Following in the tradition of Mr. Mid-
Atlantic Leather 2012 Matthew Bronson 
and Mr. Mid-Atlantic Leather 2011 Doug 
“D” Pamplin, Bryce became the third Mr. 
Pittsburgh Leather Fetish titleholder in 
three years to take home the MAL title. 
Bryce will now proudly serve as the 29th 
Mr. Mid-Atlantic Leather. Selected as First 
Runner-up to MAL 2013 was Mr. Double 
L. Leather 2012 Josh Pennington, and 
Second Runner-up was Mr. Connecticut 
Leather 2013 K. J. Nichols. There were no 
additional contestants. 

Traditionally this popular leather event, 
which is only surpassed in size by the In-
ternational Mr. Leather Weekend in Chi-
cago, falls over the Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., Holiday Weekend. Due to the presiden-
tial inauguration, MAL weekend was held a 
week earlier this year. The Centaur, M.C. 
who produces MAL anticipated that atten-
dance would be down somewhat without 
a Monday holiday. They smartly adjusted 
the event accordingly. Instead of renting 
the large 9:30 Club for Sunday night’s Vic-
tory Dance, they rented the much smaller 
U Street Music Hall. In fact I was very sur-
prised to see just how many leather folks 
were checking out of the Hyatt on Sun-
day morning instead of the usual Monday 
morning checkout. Even without a holiday 
weekend, the hotel was packed with hot 
men, the leather mart cash registers rang 
all weekend long, the music pumped, and 
mirror balls spun into the night. MAL 2013 
was another big success as the Centaurs 
kicked off their 43rd year of leather broth-
erhood! 

I knew I was in for a fun weekend the 
minute I checked into the Hyatt. My room 
key contained a picture of a hunky, shirt-
less, stud and an advertisement for Man-
hunt! You’ve got to love the folks at the Hy-

att for that. I sent a picture of it to Sir Steve 
in Florida and he could not believe that the 
card was the actual room key. In fact when 
I checked out on Monday, I asked the very 
charming lady at the front desk if I could 
keep my key or did she need it for the 
following week for the Inauguration. She 
laughed and said that I could keep it. She 
also quickly added that she had already 
taken one home for herself! 

The schedule for Mid-Atlantic Leather 
Weekend was jam-packed with cocktail 
parties and events. I must admit that I did 
not make it to everything. I did manage to 
make it to most functions as well as a few 
parties that were not on the official sched-
ule. 

After we shopped the large leather 
mart on Friday, my ShipMate sidekicks and 
my good friend Mr. Maryland Leather 2013 
Bob Rose and I made sure we attended 
the judges/contestant introductions in the 

Regency Ballroom. It was a great chance 
to meet everyone. This year’s judges were 
International Mr. Leather 2012 Woody 
Woodruff, Mr. Mid-Atlantic Leather 2012 
Matthew Bronson, American Leatherwom-
an 2011 Trinity, Mr. D.C. Eagle 2012 Kevin 
Jordan, Mr. Leather Ottawa 2009 Brendan 
McGovern, American Leatherman 2009 
Alex Lindsay, and director of development 
for Whitman-Walker Health Robert York. 
After the meet and greet there were cock-
tail parties at the hotel put on by ONYX 
and the D.C. boys of Leather. We also hit 
the D.C. Eagle. 

Saturday was just the perfect day. After 
breakfast in the lobby, Bob and I walked 
over to the Capitol Building to check out the 
preparations for the inauguration. It was 
only a short walk away. I couldn’t be that 
close to the stage and not take a peak. At 
noon the IML Press Conference was held 
and the judges for May’s International Mr. 
Leather 2013 Contest were announced. I 
won’t list them all here- but congratulations 
to Baltimore’s own Rik Newton-Treadway 
who will take his place at the judge’s table 

Pittsburgher 
Wins MAL for 
Third Year

in Chicago this year. Saturday afternoon 
also brought more shopping, the MAKK 
Puppy Mosh, a Sigma BDSM Demo, and 
another ONYX cocktail party/fashion show. 
Saturday night brought my favorite event 
of the year: Leather cocktails. After watch-
ing the first half of the Ravens game in 
the room we got into our formal leather 
and headed to the Regency Ballroom. The 
Centaurs did it up as always! There were 
huge floral arrangements, a live piano 
player, tons of food, and open bar from 
6:30 to 9. A week later that very ballroom 
will hold the “All American Inaugural Ball.” 
It was just a stunning event. Sure there 
were a few fashion train wrecks here and 
there. A leather apron with nothing under 
it does not qualify as formal leather! There 
was also a parade of colors from the many 
leather clubs in attendance. All during the 
evening I kept checking my phone for foot-
ball updates and in what has become a 
tradition for me had Dave Rhodes of the 
leather Journal provide his sports broad-
casting skills. As the party ended Dave 
informed me that the Ravens had won. I 
didn’t believe it! 

After Leather Cocktails there was a 
cocktail party presented by MAL, a Ma-
nunt Dirty Jock Party and a SPuRG MAL 
Blackout Party. We took 
the shuttle to the D.C. 
Eagle where the great 
guys from Empire City, 
M.C. were hosting a bar 
night. 

After a buffet break-
fast on Sunday, it was 
time for the main event 
– The Mr. Mid-Atlantic 
Leather 2013 Contest. 
Once again acting as 
emcee was Mr. Mid-
Atlantic Leather 1993 
Frank Nowicki. It was a 
special year for Frank 
who was honored on 
stage for the 20th anni-
versary of his MAL title. 
There was a slide show 
and an energetic live 
performance by D.C.’s 
own Miss Ella Fitzgerald 
who recently celebrated 
her 27th year at Zieg-
feld’s. Traditionally the 
current International Mr. 
Leather gives a speech. 
International Mr. Leath-
er 2012 Woodie Wood-
ruff brought down the 
house when he sang 
Garth Brook’s “The 
Change.” It was such a 
hit that when MAL 2012 
Matthew Bronson got up 

to give his step-down speech he started by 
saying, “I was going to open with a Whit-
ney Houston song …” The three strong 
contestants competed in barware, jock, 
formal leather, and on-stage question. 
In was unusual to have only three con-
testants for MAL, but some of the feeder 
contests such as Mr. P.W.’s Leather, Mr. 
D. C. Leather, Mr. Old Dominion Leather, 
etc. didn’t happen this year. Also in most 
of the past years the first runner-up to the 
Mr. Maryland Leather Contest competed at 
MAL. This year’s MML Runner-up chose 
not to compete. It was still a very enjoy-
able contest. 

I also had to be there to see my friend 
Matt Brunson step-down. He is such a 
wonderful man. I even got to meet his 
brother and sister-in-law who were seated 
near me. When we returned to the hotel af-
ter the Victory Dance at the U Street Music 
Hall I ran into Matt again as I was getting 
ready to go up to my room. He gave me a 
big hug and thanked me for “being a part 
of his title year and a part of the rest of 
his life.” He then formally introduced me 
to Mr. Mid-Atlantic Leather 2013 Bryce 
Caine. The torch had been passed. What 
a perfect ending to a perfect Mid-Atlantic 
Leather Weekend! t 

 “Bryce Caine 
became the third Mr. 
Pittsburgh Leather 
Fetish titleholder in 
three years to take 
home the MAL title. 

Bryce will now proudly 
serve as the 29th Mr. 
Mid-Atlantic Leather”

Bryce Caine
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Dear Mama,
I gave my new boyfriend a cashmere scarf 

for Christmas but he didn’t give me anything! 
Should I be hurt?

Nothin for Christmas

Dear Nothin for Christmas,
“Should I be hurt,” you ask? I don’t know 

honey, should you? How long have you been 
going out? You say new boyfriend but does 
new mean 30 minutes or 30 days? Did you dis-
cuss exchanging gifts? Do you only give gifts 
with the expectation that you get something 
in return? Or is he just a cheap-ass bastard? 
There are just too many questions out there 
in the universe that you didn’t give Mama the 
answers to. Good luck and maybe he’ll sur-
prise you with a little something special at a 
later date. There are lots of people who don’t 

give gifts on what most consider traditional hol-
idays but would rather give gifts at unexpected 
times. Let me know if he poops out something 
fantastic when you least expect it.

Dear Mama,
For Christmas, I bought my girlfriend a 

very nice and quite expensive watch that I 
knew she wanted. She loves the watch and 
told me that I was so thoughtful for getting her 
something that she really wanted, but she got 
mad at me because I did not get her mother a 
gift, too. She says that I was disrespectful to 
her mother! Mama, her mother doesn’t even 
like me, and it’s always stressful and tense 
when my girlfriend and I visit her mother’s 
house. And her mother did not get me anything 
for Christmas, but my girlfriend didn’t have a 
problem with that! We have been arguing non-
stop about this and I don’t know what to do. 

All Wound Up!

Dear All Wound Up,
Mama has two answers for you honey, the 

“Good Mama” (that’s me on my mood- mellow-
ing meds) answer and the “Naughty Mama” 
(that’s me most days) answer. Imma give you 
the “naughty Mama” answer first because that’s 
a whole lotta fun. To the fact that you didn’t give 
your lady’s mother a Christmas present, I say 
“So what?” You ain’t sleeping with her momma 
are you? And she “Ain’t yo momma” is she!? So 
connect the dots, peaches! 

Presents of 
Mind

Mama
Ask

Mama answers your questions

?
Okay, now that I’ve got that out of my sys-

tem, let me give you the more P.C. answer. 
Baby, it’s always nice to be nice to others. The 
world is a crazy place and sometimes you 
should put as much good karma out there as 
you can. And this is one of those arguments 
that you’re never gonna win. So tell your girl-
friend that you’ll get her mother a nice Val-
entine’s Day, Ground Hog’s Day, or birthday 
present – whichever comes first. You might 
be pleasantly surprised by her mother’s re-
action. Don’t know if this will really help, but 
giving someone an appropriately thoughtful 
gift never hurts. And at least your girlfriend 
will feel as though she’s been “heard” by you 
and this will most likely keep you gettin’ laid!  
 
Dear Mama,

My boyfriend’s ex gave him a birthstone 
ring for Christmas, for what he called “old 
time’s sake,” and my boyfriend wants to keep 
it. I’m so mad and I don’t think it’s right he 
wants to keep a ring that his ex gave him. My 
boyfriend says I’m just trippin’ and that I need 
to grow up, because he and his ex are just 
good friends and that his ex has always been 
very generous to him and everybody he cares 
about. I don’t care how generous his ex is to 
his friends, I don’t want nobody putting a ring 
on my man’s finger but me! And yesterday 
one of my friends told me that someone told 
him that my boyfriend’s ex said that he wants 
him back. And lately my boyfriend’s ex has 

been calling and inviting him to go hang out, 
and of course my boyfriend tells me that none 
of this means anything and that I should just 
trust him. I’m getting a little tired of his ex in 
our lives. What do you think? 

“Ex”-Assperated

Dear Ex-Assperated, 
What Mama thinks baby is that this is a 

“rank-a-dank stank mess”! And just so you 
know, that’s about four times worse than a 
regular ole “hot mess”! Did his ex buy you a 
present for Christmas? Does his ex invite you 
out, too? Has his ex tried to get to know you, 
or is he only interested in keeping things go-
ing with your man? But before I go completely 
off the deep end, let me ask you some more 
questions: How long have they been broken 
up? Does your man give you any reason not 
to trust him? Have you really told your man 
how you feel about his ex hanging around? 
And stop listening to what other people tell 
you about what your man’s ex does or does 
not want, and what somebody might have 
said about what his ex did or did not say. OM 
frickin G, grow up honey! Tell your man what 
you heard, tell him how you feel. It’s his ex, so 
it’s up to him to put an end to this nonsense, 
and believe me when I say that he can do it if 
he wants to! Mama gonna be prayin’ for you 
and your man. t

e-mail mama at askmama@baltimore-
outloud.com and she will be happy to help. 
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amos Badertscher (born 1936) is a self-
taught photographer whose primary sub-
jects are the drag queens, performers, bar 
friends, and the young hustlers living on the 
fringes of the Baltimore streets. Baltimore re-
tained the working-class, mostly heterosex-
ual hustling subculture of the pre-Stonewall 
era long after most american 
cities – a vanished scene, today 
mostly tied to various forms of 
drug addiction. His stark imag-
es are made even more so by 
the incisive biographical narra-
tives of his subjects that he of-
ten pens onto the photographs 
themselves. The subject of a 
landmark exhibition at the duke 
University museum of art, his 
work has been published in two 
books and various anthologies. 
Badertscher has donated his 
life’s work to the leslie-lohman 
museum of Gay and lesbian art 
in New York city. These very short stories 
are sometimes meant to go with specific 
photographs. 

By aMOS BaDertSCher
This happened, probably in the early 70s but 
truthfully, for me, that whole decade was ab-
surdly accelerated. One night I was coming 
out of an uptown bar in my usual illegal con-
dition just after last call and I was definitely 
ready and at my peak for this kind of activ-
ity. In 20 minutes I was driving down Eastern 
“the Avenue” at Patterson Park, ground zero 
for a seemingly unlimited supply of young 
guys looking to “go out,” make a little money, 

walking, watching, sitting, signaling on all 
the corners, hitch-hiking, whatever. 

So there was this old public school build-
ing at Eastern and South Montfort, a noto-
rious and amazing monument if ever there 
was one, unfortunately today the site of 
a Greek Orthodox church which is just as 

well because after the 90s 
there wasn’t much action of 
consequence on the streets 
anyway: a slice of atonement 
for all the 60s and 70s wick-
edness. And right there I no-
ticed this blond guy who was 
sort of hitch-hiking, wearing a 
coat, so I pulled over, rolled 
down the window, he looked 
good so I let him jump in. 

For some reason I didn’t 
feel like driving all the way 
back to my apartment on 
Madison so we just drove 
around for 20 minutes and 

shortly located this empty industrial park full 
of railway spurs and loading platforms. There 
were a lot of these in the area, surrounded 
by lots of working-class housing with shining 
marble steps and litter-free streets. A safe 
place to visit but seriously boring and believ-
ably unimaginative. 

Anyway, we pulled close to the center of 
this freight yard or whatever it was, I stopped 
the car and the guy says he’s gotta take a 
piss. It was probably cold so he closed the 
car door when he got out to do it. He was 
out there a while and when he got back in he 
had in his right hand the longest silver gun I 
had ever seen, except in all the westerns I 

watched as a kid Saturdays in the neighbor-
hood Towson Theater while my father went 
down the street to the bar at the Maryland 
Restaurant to get drunk with his buddies. 
During all those abusive, confused, tedious 
years that he did this I never found out what 
the man was drinking, who he was drinking 
with, and if there was anything else going on 
besides the drinking. But there was never 
a drop of liquor in the house. These Satur-
day D-grade movies usually involved Roy 
Rogers, my absolute hero, Gabby Hayes 
and Dale Evans, a very appealing but unex-
plained female accessory with whom I was 
desperately in love. Little did I suspect that 
these two celluloid over-dressed characters 
would eventually become charismatic prac-
ticing born-again Christians and hence, es-
chatologically and politically, my mortal en-
emies. 

So the guy is pointing this thing at me 
telling me he wants all my money and the 
car. I seem to remember this happening be-
fore, or maybe it had yet to happen, but all 
this stuff is so impossibly jumbled. Anyway it 
was definitely happening now. Of course, be-
cause of the habitual intoxication, I didn’t re-
ally comprehend the danger, so I opened the 
car door and got out because I didn’t know 
what else to do. These impulsive, unantici-
pated, seemingly senseless reactions turned 
out to be on more than one occasion the key 
ingredient of my salvation. But I suppose I 
looked like I was trying to escape because 
he got out the other side, pointed the gun at 
my head and pulled the trigger. So nothing 
happened. He looked quickly at the gun and 
said, (and I remember this exactly), “Don’t 
you think there’s a bullet in here!” opened 
the gun, took out something that in the bad 
lighting looked like a bullet, waved it at me 
and was putting it back in the gun. 

Recalling this episode decades later I was 
thinking that maybe this was actually some 
kind of pellet gun but I wasn’t waiting around 
to find out and took off running. Whether he 
fired again I’m not sure but I was doing my 
best to get lost in the streets around the work-
ing-class houses with the marble steps and 
I obviously made it because I didn’t get shot 
and never saw him again. 

Shortly I found a pay phone and was co-
herent enough to call the police. They asked 
me where I was and I must have told them 
because they said they’d send someone 
around and shortly a cop actually showed 
up in a cop car and found me. I couldn’t get 
in fast enough believe me and told him what 
had happened but I couldn’t mention every-
thing and these were the days when cruis-
ing the meat racks was a constant reality of 
Baltimore city life. This was the 70s. So he 

said we’d drive around, check out the indus-
trial park, the streets in the neighborhood and 
look for the car but I couldn’t imagine how 
we’d find anything, considering the fact that 
the keys were left in the ignition. In about 15 
minutes we turned a corner and there was the 
car sitting passively just at the beginning of an 
alley with the lights on, the motor off, the door 
open and the keys in the ignition. I don’t know 
if some higher power could be implicated 
here but even in those days any fool would 
have had to consider the possibility. 

So at the end of all this the cop dis-
cussed the dangers of picking up strangers 

and about being more careful in the future. I 
somehow agreed with everything. And then 
there is nothing quite like this sort of expe-
rience to induce instant sobriety, which is 
probably one reason why I wasn’t arrested 
for intoxication. 

But predictably, like a helpless idiot vet-
eran junkie, I went right back to “the Avenue” 
for a last check; it was close by anyway and 
only about 3:30 a.m. where I picked up this 
kid named Harvey, but a kid with a surpris-
ingly deep and sensitive voice. I learned later 
that night that he liked men and lived in a 
housing project with his father who made a 
habit of locking the phone up when he wasn’t 
there to make sure people like Harvey never 
used it. I didn’t learn whether the man was 
employed or what other habits he might have 
had to make the life of his only son less bear-
able. Weeks later I found Harvey a number of 
times around the same corners along East-
ern. Whatever else you might know about 
Baltimore it’s a relatively small place with 
an instinctive, insatiable, outrageous, some-
times inventive, capacity to sin. The greatest 
city in America. And as I suggested earlier, 
you certainly have to consider the possibil-
ity of something or somebody lurking around 
out there, above or below, watching over and 
protecting my own particular stuff. t

 “I stopped the car 
and the guy says he’s 

gotta take a piss. It 
was probably cold so 

he closed the car door 
when he got out to do 
it. He was out there a 

while and when he got 
back in he had in his 

right hand the longest 
silver gun I had ever 

seen.”

ROY ROGERS IN INDUSTRIAL PARK

credit: Vishal Charles Flickr.com/photos/vishalcharles
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Call 410-244-6780 to list your business in the Professional Services directory.

Professional services

Brad’s Special 
Touch

www.specialtouchmassage.com

Enjoy a hot full body/full satisfaction massage  
in your home, hotel or my waterfront studio.

MC/VISA WELCOME • 443.695.0141

 BOOKS & giFtS

Gerry Fisher
Life Coach

Get Unstuck
...at work, in love, for life!

www.BaltimoreLifeCoachGerry.com

410-949-7888 
Baltimore office

Meadow Mill, Hampden

GerryCoach@comcast.net

 COUnSeLing

 MaSSage

 phOtOgraphy

Free photography 
for LGBT events. 
Special rates 
for models and 
entertainers. 
Complete 
discretion for 
personal photos. 
Images for all your 
photographic needs 
and fund-raising 
opportunities. 
jaywphotos@
comcast.net 
410-952-6724

 SUppOrt

Proudly Serving the LGBTQ 
Community Since 1972

Counseling for  
Individuals, Couples, 

Teens, Families,  
and Groups.

5209 York Road
410-532-2476
By Appointment Only

www.womensgrowthcenter.com

○Day Care 
○Sleepovers 
○Training 
○Salon/Spa 

Dog Daycare & Overnight Resort 

www.bestfriendsfurever.com 

246 Cockeysville Rd 
Cockeysville, MD.  

410-773-PLAY 

1009 Philadelphia Rd 
Joppa, MD.  

410-671-PLAY 

 pet Care

 FinanCiaL attOrney 
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All Are  
Welcome at  
“The Club”

A Multi-Plex 
Dance Club Bar 

& Lounge

• 21 - UP / must have Valid ID
• Separate Smoking Area/Billiards Room
• The Club Eatery Menu Available All Night 
• ATM Inside    • Major Credit Cards Accepted 
• Parking Lot Security
•  Special Discounted Room Rate for  

“The Club” Patrons at the local Motel 6

WEEKEND COVER SPECIAL:    

$5 Includes: 1 Rail Drink or  

1 Draft Beer of Your Choice 

$20 Includes: ALL You Can Drink  

Bottomless Wristband For Rails 

Drinks or Draft Beer of Choice

 8:30 PM Til 12:00 AM

“Ravaged” 
‘The Hottest Winter 
Leather/Bear/Fetish 
event in the region’  
Featuring Beats by 

DJ/Remixer Ryan  
Doubleyou50/50 Raffle, Jello Shots, and 

More. Proceeds benefit: Bears, 
Bikers & Mayhem 2013

saturday
February 2 

6:00pm - 3:00am

SEXY SASSY SATURDAY
,
S

thursday - February 14

EVERY 4TH  
SATURDAY

EVERY MONDAY

EVERY THURSDAY

EVERY FRIDAY

LOGO’s RuPaul’s Drag Race 
Kiki Viewing Party 
NO COVER - Free Snacks  

& Drink Specials 
Showtime starts at 8:00 PM 

With the New Episode  
following at 9:00 PM 

Winter Bash  
“Anything Goes”  

with DJ Jaysin Spectrum  
Happy Hour ALL NIGHT LONG

Livin’ It UP Friday Nite   
With Your Favorite DJ’s

CLOSED 
TUESDAYS

With Your  
Favorite DJ’s

A Special Valentine’s Day  

Lovers Dinner for 2

Holiday Special Pricing  

Compliments of The Club’s Chef Nick

The Amazing  
Return of The  
Rewind Zone  
Retro Party  

with  
DJ Jerrbear
A Dance Mix of  
The 60’s, 70’s,  
80’s, & Beyond   

EVERY WEDNESDAY

5268 Williamsport Pike, Rt.11 (Spring Mills 901 Ext#20 off I-81) Martinsburg, WV 25404  •  (304) 274-6080
Facebook.com/TheClubWV  •  www.TheClubWV.com

5268 Williamsport Pike, Rt.11 (Spring Mills 901 Ext#20 off I-81) Martinsburg, WV 25404  •  (304) 274-6080
Facebook.com/TheClubWV  •  www.TheClubWV.com

                         Karaoke   
with DJ Nick  

50¢ Wings & Drink Specials! 
$2.00 Domestic 

$3.00 Rail  

COME
ENJOY


